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Sonarmagica: Sonar Multimedia 2007
Francesco Di Orazio

scientific research (or of the less
academic, make your choice), the
multimedia section of Sonar manages
to seize with extreme precision the
essential outlines of media mutations.
Three are the key concepts of
Multimedia 2007: magic, immersion
and aural society.

After exploring the redefinition of
space and territory in the epoch of
digital media (2004 – Micronazioni,
2005  Landscape art of XXI century,
2006 – Always On), SONARMATICA
explores the universe of magic, or,
better, of the magical nature of
technology. The relationship between
magic and technology is a central
knot not only of the
contemporaneous collective
imaginary (and in particular of the way
to represent technology), but it is a
central aspect of the cognitive
modalities we activate when we really
use technologies .

Why do you go to Sonar? Because of
music, parties, Barcelona, summer
starting, friends from all over the
world you meet once a year, new
persons you meet, the sea .
It is true; they are all perfect reasons
which exert pressure on your finger
clicking on the flying ticket to
Cataluña. There is even another
reason why it deserves to be seen.
Sonar is maybe the richest Mundial
exposition on contemporaneous
media environment transformations.
Sonar Multimedia is not only a media
art festival, but a show on new media
too, a series of workshops and
conferences on digital media, and
every time is a sort of treaty of
experience on contemporaneous
media passage.
With a lucidity deserving of the best
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great idea, this use of symbols; it
allows our mind to turn strange things
into common things. “

.

SONARMATICA 2007 stages the
magical nature of media technologies
and to do it is inspired by the famous
Arthur C. Clark’s Third Law, ” “Any
sufficiently advanced technology is
indistinguishable from magic.” A
complete change from previous
sections? Absolutely not, on the
contrary, it’s its perfect sequel!
Magical logics is one of the main
cognitive modalities through which
we handle interaction with the
majority of contemporaneous
technologies, especially with those
which are no longer based on
mechanics but on electricity and are
exposed today on a panoply of digital
technologies.

This magical-analogical modality of
interaction with technology activates
every time we have to do with
something quite complex whose
meaning we don’t understand fully,
every time we elaborate an analogical
mechanism able to explain causal
correlations which otherwise we
wouldn’t be able to do. So, in the case
of digital technology, we use quite
always magical logics.

We don’t know exactly how they
work, but we know exactly what we
have to do, why we do it: The typical
mechanism of magical thought which
structures our relationship with
technology is analogy. We use
analogy each time we have to do
something we can’t do or whose
functioning we unknow. We do it to

.

Retrieving a charming and circensian
approach of a nineteen-century
physics laboratory, in which scientific
demonstration was a show that had
to charm, terrorize and surprise the
public (see phantasmagoria)
Sonarmatica explores this knot magictechnology through a series of
multimedia works by artists such as
Masaka Fujihata, Paul de Marinis,
Julián Maire, Takeshi Ishiguro, Golan

turn it into something we know. As
Marvin Minsky writes: “When the inner
functioning is too strange, or
unknown, or complicated to make an
idea, we extract the parts of its
behaviour we can understand and we
represent them thorough familiar
symbols, or with names of familiar
objects doing similar things. It is a
4

Levin e Zachary Lieberman.the new
Etienne Gaspar Roberson who will
turn MACBA undergrounds into the
arena of digital phantasmagoria.

your entire body.

While the concealed spirits of
technique invade the CCCB , at the
Centre D’Art Santa Monica ,
SONARAMA 2007 promises a total
immersion into the spatiality of sound.
SONARAMA is the selection of Sonar
devoted to the developments of new
media art and in general of
multimedia expressive forms. A
schedule rich in workshops,
installations and terrific performances
made this area of the festival one of
the most visited. The subject of
SONARAMA 2007, the installations,
audiovisual lives and performances
scheduled make it sure that The Santa
Monica this year will be literally
stormed.

.

Among the projects , cinematic and
virtual sculptures by Jost Muxfeldt
(Audio Kinematics ),a mixture of
spatialization
and
graphic
visualization
of
sound
http://kinematics.glyph.de , the total
dream machine by Kurt Hentschlager
which with FEED a sort of biologic
evolution of the Stendhal Syndrome
www.hentschlager.info , and the
opposite, the sensorial deprivation,
the progressive elimination of
sensorial stimulations of Blackout
Concert
di
Tres
www.elsilencio.com/concierto_para_
apagar.php?l=en, which finish when
the maximum level of silence and
obscurity of the environment get .

Sound spatialization is one of the
more
fascinating
areas
of
contemporaneous experimentation.
From the Work of Total Arte by
Wagner to Vortex Concert in the 50′s ,
to French experimentation by Ircam
from the 70′s, the idea to turn music
into a system of physical stimulations
which rebuild an authentic spatial
environment providing holistic
listening experiences. Forget
frontality, the stage, the directional
space and immerge into a spherical
space within which music is to be
heard not through ears but through

At this point, if you take a glance at
half of the schedule and you undergo
to Sonarama sensorial bombing you
will be at least exhausted. If you find a
place where you can relax come to
CCCB and conquer one of the
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ergonomic seats of the section
DIGITAL ART A LA CARTE, wear your
headphones on and taste a wide
menu divided into three shows.

m,
Today’s
spam
http://spamtoday.blogspot.com .

The first conceived by Alessandro
Ludovico di Neural, explores the
phenomenon of spam as expression
and representation of a desire
comedy. In the works presented the
non content of spam communication
is turned into a strong and material
expressive form making it visible and
tangible. An operation showing how a
communication form apparently
inconsistent is inevitably one of the
most invasive forces which shape our
daily experience. Among the projects
presented Jonathan Land, “The Spam
Letters”
–
http://thespamletters.com/, Richard
Airlie, Ian Morrison, “Spamradio” http://www.spamradio.com/, Alex
Dragulescu, “Spam Architecture” –
http://www.sq.ro/spamarchitecture.
php, Bill Shackelford, “Spamtrap”
http://billshackelford.com/home/por
tfolio_spamtra_826,
Markus
Boeniger,
“Spam
Shirt”
–
http://www.spamshirt.com, Luca
Bertini, “800- 178968, a toll free
number”
http://ilnumeroverde.net/about/corn
ice3_eng.html, Dean Cameron, Victor
Isaac, “Urgent & Confidential” –
http://www.spamscamscam.com/,
Nick Philip, Nowhere.com http://nphilip.best.vwh.net/instal.ht

-

.

The second show, Aural Networks ,
conceived by the Galician collective
Mediateletipos
www.mediateletipos.net , explores
the use of the Web and in particular of
the platforms 2.0 for the distribution
and production of music and sounds.
How has music changed? Which are
the new paths of music? What has
changed during the listening? Which
instruments does the web offer to
produce music in a collaborative way?
Which instruments does it offer to
organise the wide panorama of
contemporaneous music production?
The web is recomposing this jagged
panorama providing aggregation
instruments working according to
semantic and social criteria.
Some interesting propositions come
by projects such as Pandora –
www.pandora.com , classification and
distribution ontological system of

6

online music which has become
recently one of the biggest web radios
with millions of listeners (www.last.fm
have they forgotten it?); Earlab –
http://earlabs.org , a web sharing
system providing links and reviews of
musical productions and ambient:
ccMIXTER – http://ccmixter.org/, a
community giving tools for the
production and the sharing of remixes
and mash-ups released under
Creative Commons; Freesound
http://freesound.iua.upf.edu/,
community based on a collaborative
sound database sharing released
under Creative Commons; Jamendo –
http://www.jamendo.com/en/, social
network putting directly in touch
artists and public aiming at erasing

the distribution phase.
The third show, in collaboration with
the agency NIU - www.niubcn.com ,
explores the Barcelona multimedia art
scene. Among the selected projects
INTIMIDADES - www.intimidades.es ,
ELECTROSPOKEN WORLD VIDEO
COLLAGE
GENERATOR
www.desilence.net, AIRPORT www.matekemata.com , CATANGOS
REMIXED
www.niubcn.com/catangos,
28
DEAD…HUNDRED INJURED –
www.myspace.com/ac3monitor, EL
CRUCE - www.haztelo.com,
WIRELESS ARTIST FOR EVERYONE! –
www.myspace.com/institutfatima,
USTED
NO
ESTÁ
AQUÍ
–
www.equipoweb.de .
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perception of sound. It is built on a
Viennese hands-on à la Haus der
Muzik model. A series of instruments,
sound sculptures and installations
created by the French brothers
François and Bernard Baschet
providing the visitors to experiment
how the fundamental proprieties of
music (tones, timbre, intensity,
harmonies and rhythms) propagate
through sensorial organs of human
body.

.

At the Science Museum of
Cosmocaixa
of
Barcellona,
SONAREXTRA presents “Physics and
Music. Vibrations for the soul”, show
exploring in a technical and
physiologic way the production and

If you hadn’t enough, there is still an
entire schedule of cinematographic
projections (SONARCINEMA). Beyond
this, flows of music and people during
4 days.
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Elektra, Festival Arts Numeriques
Marco Mancuso

th May will turn into real through a
program out of the ordinary, brave,
that follows a cultural and artistic
tradition that makes Montreal an
international neuralgic centre on the
research about new media and the
audio-video multimedia expressive
forms.
Far from the mainstream atmosphere
that follows events such as Sonar or
Mutek , far from the auto-referential
connotation of appointments such as
Ars Electronica and Transmediale ,
Elektra is a little jewel managed with
intelligence and competence by Alain
Thibault and his staff. I collocate it in
the international panorama as one of
the most complete and coherent
event that I personally know.

It is now at its eight edition one of the
first and most important festival of
the world, in the ambit of digital art
and audio-visual expression: the
Elektra Festival of Montreal . One of
the first international festival that
focalized on experimental artistic
audio-video forms with a wise and
clever approach able to analyze the
evolution of these years on the
borders
between
art,
experimentation,
technologic
research and communication.

I invite you in this sense to follow the
program of the event of this eight
edition and confront it with the past
edition. The sensation is an
explorative continuum inside projects
that use digital not only as expressive
form, but even as a comparison with
artistic avant-gardes of the last
century and with techno society we
live in, its evolutions and dichotomies.

So multimedia, but only. Electro
music, sound art, graphic and video
design, audio-visual, installations and
immersions.
Themes
that
characterized the Elektra Festival
from its birth and that, from 9 th to 12
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series of audio-video performances
that constitutes the strong point of
Elektra festival. Tons are the projects
invited during the days, some known
some pleasant discovery. When one
side proposes the duo Granular
Synthesys in their single projects, Kurt
Hentschlager with Feed , kinaesthetic
and immersive project for tight nerves
because of its sounds, videos and
smoke, and Ulf Lagheinrich with Drift ,
audio-video performance of rare
sensorial abstraction (presented in
Italy a special version in 5 screens at
the Mixed Media 2006), the other side
arouses great curiosity with the
EEE008 [extended] by the collective
RYBN from Paris , audio-visual live
that plays on the concept of
representation/deconstruction of
urban spaces.

.

As the last years, the section of
interactive installations is the
neuralgic centre of Elektra. In this
sense it is surely interesting CUBID, a
project presented by the collective
named French Girls, that combines a
wise mastery in art, design, electro
music and video games. It is also
stimulating the installation called
Cityspeak, that allows the public to
create a series of graffiti using a
personal
instrument
of
communication such as the cell
phone. But it is maybe the Kit MobileFemme avec bagages magiques the
project that personally made me more
curious, because of its research of
deep interaction with the public that
was active part of a performance
through a real “performance action
lab”. A level of interaction with the
public that almost made the artist
unable to intervene on their reaction,
an almost unexplored territory of the
well-known multimedia interaction.

.

And the dualism between tradition
and novelty is repeated when
compared the well-known Datamatic
project by Ryoiji Ikeda, the beautiful
project Blindscape by Scanner and

Around those projects there’s a rich
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Tez ( aka Maurizio Martinucci , one of
the few internationally appreciated
and known electronic artist)
presented in Italy inside the Mixed
Media 2006 once again, with the
sex/pornography oriented projects by
Louis Dufort (with FLESH) and
Joachim Montessuis (EROS:AGAPE) ,
artists from Paris.

generate an amazing music
performance based on vibrations and
interferences created by the passages
of locomotives. Great expectation for
Schwelle:II project based on
interactive dance, sound, lights and
environment created by the Canadian
researcher and artist Chris Salter,
accompanied by Michael Schumacher
(dancer of the famous William
Forsythe’s Frankfurt Ballets ). Elektra
will be the stage of the remix version
of the so appreciated project Silent
Room by Skoltz _ Kolgen, Canadians,
that will be presented as art boxed set
completed with DVD, two audio CD
and another book about conferences
and festival presentations.

New territory will be explored In
Human Format , audio-video
performance of the Belgian duo Bent
Object & Foam . The multiple
combinations between human voice,
motion capture and their drastic
transformations
through
technologies, are the art of the
project. The Canadian duo Alexander
Wilson/Seth Poulin presents Decay
Line , a very intense audio-video
environment projected on three
screens where sensorial overstimulation produces strong
emotional transformations. Pulse is
eventually
an
audio-video
performance on three screens created
by the duo Ray_XXXX (promoter is
Alain Thibault himself) , that explores
the relation between light and sound
pulsation.

.

It is the professional part of the
festival though the real international
novelty. A series of presentations and
conferences by professionals and
curators from all over the world, that
will be held from 9 th to 12 th may
inside the first International Market of
Digital Arts, moment of extremely

It is probably the final part of the
program that hides the most precious
treasures of Elektra Festival 2007.
First of all Miniatures Express of
Montraler Szkieve , live/installation
project that uses three electric circuit
of trains as unique sound originator to
11

clever and necessary meetings and
exchanges. In this context Gilles
Alvarez will present Panorama
International, video program of the
Nemo Festival in France, so as the
professor Jean Pichet will present the
project OLPC-One Laptop for Child ,
developed inside the MIT Media Lab ,
that aim to the distribution of laptop
to children of third world.

of different type and media centre,
professionals and curators, a relief
position will be held by Digicult as
well, presenting the project, its
history, development and network at
its base, inside a professional and
artistic context of digital culture in our
country.
A bientot

And between the international
presentations and exhibitions, realities

www.elektrafestival.ca
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Deaf 07: Not Everything Is Interaction
Silvia Scaravaggi

by the red line of interaction.
Rotterdam is a perfect location for
this kind of operations: brand new
city, with new spaces and brand new
architectures, innovative realities
working daily within the field of
experimentation, creative research,
with strong international networks.
Rotterdam is one of those strategic
places, in the middle of the old
Europe , one of the fertile
environments which never stops; the
V2_ – Institute for unstable media, is
undoubtedly one of the emerging
environments of this panorama.

What does interactivity mean? Which
is the original and deep meaning of
this word, and how the world of new
media and creativity confront
themselves with it? In which fields can
interaction dynamics be traced back
and which are the parameters
defining interactive environments,
structures, works, networks?

Much of the dynamism connected to
the research on audiovisuals and new
media was made possible thanks to
the twenty-year activity of Alex
Adriaansen & company. This new
edition of Deaf, after a couple of years
of inactivity, celebrates the 25 years of
V2_ with a night with live
performances, among which by
Mouse on Mars and Ryoji Ikeda , and
sanctions the official opening of the
renewed seat of Las Palmas ,
inaugurated during this edition of the
festival with the presence of the
Queen Beatrix of Holland (18 th of
April 2007).

The 7th edition of the Dutch
Electronic Art Festival , held in
Rotterdam from 10 to the 29 th of
April 2007, was focused on the most
varied realities of this substantial and
substantive subject. The days from
the 10 th to the 15 th of April well
entirely devoted to debates,
workshops, conferences, lives and live
sets, an international symposium for
specialists and scholars, all connected
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the Chinese artistic activity and
providing you the chance to approach
to them.
Chinese Portraiture (2006) is a work
whose origin is more manifest,
thought as a dictionary to look
through from the top to the end of
the page, from right to left, according
to the Chinese tradition, present the
portraits of faces and typical
characters of the contemporaneous
reality and of the history of the origin
country, to observe in a waiting and
quiet state.

.

Deaf is present even in many other
historical seats of culture of the town:
Nai, V2_, the Museum Boijmans van
Beuningen , the Parkhuismeesteren ,
the Arminius , the ro teather and the
Staal. Las Palmas, given the width and
“yard” atmosphere, it is obviously the
seat chosen to house the exhibition,
which proposes renown and emerging
names in the field of new media art,
with a particular attention to Chinese
research.
China is the host country of Deaf
2007- an outcome of previous
collaborations and networking activity
developed recently- with 20 key
personalities of cultural and artistic
panorama of the emerging and
independent media community. 4 out
of the 22 works are Chinese: Chinese
Portraiture by Zhou Hongxiang , Go
Up! Go Up! By Hu Jie Ming , Lowest
Resolution by Zhang Peili and
Surrounded by Yang Zhenzhong; all
very different between them, showing
some of the subjects present within

.

The other works are more connected
to the physical presence of the
spectator, and, under a certain point
of view, by him:
Go Up! Go Up! , waiting the audience
in Las Palmas hall; it is made up of 16
monitors through which human
figures climb, but this ascent is
influenced by the audience entrance
who, with the noise and annoyance of
their presence, cause the fall and a
14

new start.
.

Totally surrounded by Surrounded
images, the spectator is overwhelmed
by a sort of panoramic media wheel,
but is even more in trouble when
theycross the corridor towards the
Lowest Resolution (2006), little lcd
screen with video images which can
be hardly recognized from far, which
become even more confused with the
approaching of the spectator, up to
the total noise of the image, turning
into a veritable electronic snow when
the spectator is nearer.

One of the more curious works within
the computer music is Harddisko
(2004) by Valentina Vuksic , whose
activity of different hard disks
produce orchestrated electronic
sonorities, which serve as a
counterpoint to the patterns
generated by the activity of 20 old
Macintosh SE in SE/30 (2006) of
Code31 .

Linked to the sound is the work
Pneumatic Sound Field (2006) by
Edwin van der Heide , at the Museum
Boijmans Van Beuningen, a sound
installation made up of an
architectonic structure over the heads
of who cross the inner courtyard of
the museum, a true sonorous building
which “breathes”, generating different
sounds according to the interaction of
the wind with the devices on the
structure, giving life to an
unpredictable new sonorous
composition.

A wide section of works present at the
Deaf focus on sound and on game art
as
preferred
ambits
of
experimentations and, gathered
within the space of the exposition,
represent a panorama of a few forms
completed or closed and many
moments of experimentation. Project
b (2006) by Exonemo is a 3D shooting
game, a cube in which a first virtual
person acts, whose actions depend on
the activation of real external
electronic objects which vibrating,
shaking and activating interact with

Sublime are the images created by
Ondulation (2004) by Thomas
McIntosh , installation for light, sound
and water, from which spout
sonorous and visual scores, subtle and
poetic, which attract and create an
unreal and meditative atmosphere.

the game environment.

Parkhuismeesteren space was chosen
fro 2 virtual immersive environments,
15

reflecting on the relation between real
and virtual Common Grounds (200507) by Workspace Unlimited ,
accessible simultaneously through
terminals in the towns of Rotterdam,
Gent and Montreal, and EI4 – Exercise
in immersion 4 by Marnix de Njis , to
test thanks to the use of a sort of “suit
of armour” to wear to move in a reality
confusing itself with virtual.

changes.
The playful aspect of an interactivity
involving completely the audience is
explored in Drawn (2006) by Zachary
Lieberman , installation in which the
spectator is encouraged to draw and
give birth to his own creations
through a simple and intuitive
interface , and in the networks objects
of the installation Soft(n) by Thecla
Schiphorst , common objects create a
pillow, implemented by interactive
proprieties allowing man to interact in
totally new ways, creating relations
and attitudes through moods and
behaviours.
5voltcor, winners of an award during
Transmediale 2005, have presented a
new project Knife.hand.chop.bot
(2007), insisting on the relation
between user and machine, defying
the user’s courage. Inserting a hand in
a device whose extremity has a knife,
you undergo a dangerous game of
ability with the system, which , acting
undisturbed shouldn’t fail in hitting
the pre-established zones, but which,
in the case of interferences generated
by the stream flowing in the human
body, could aim high.

.

Other subjects were present at
Deaf07: the relation between art,
science and technology, in
Experiment in Galvanism 2003-2004)
by Garnet Hertz , which allow you to
control a frog’s leg , in whose body is
inserted a miniaturised web server,
and in Morphing Machinery by
Graham Smith, inspired to the world
of nanotechnology and on the idea of
a future urban reality, in which the
structures and architectures are in
constant transformation according to
environmental and programming

Only two Italians Alessandro Ludovico
and Paolo Cirio ,together with the duo
Ubermorgen.com , with Amazon Noir 
The Big Book Crime (2006).
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up to the frontier of hazardous and
nebulous definitions, the merit of the
survey on the subject of interaction
stays in the freedom of creation it
allows. The beauty of its meaning
stays in the semantic multiplicity
characterizing it and in the mutable
interpretation you can give to it.
The participants have reflected on this
open subject, many seminaries,
workshops organised during Deaf07,
surfing through the more different
origin fields.

.

Not only artists, performers,
experimenters, researchers, but
architects too, Rotterdam which was
conferred the title of City of
Architecture of 2007- and
anthropologists,
scientists,
communicators, academics, curators
as well were present during the days
devoted to the Symposium on
interactivity.

The intervention by Mitchell Whitelaw
Australian researcher, writer and
academic who tried to indicate
different modalities of possible
interactions, during the seminary ”
Not everything is interaction“. The
lecture by Whitelaw originated by an
idea of interactivity based on a preestablished system, within which exist
limited chances of interaction. This
type of interactivity is only a limited
part of what the term can mean now,
Whitelaw lists a series of new chances
and interactive chances in which the
alternatives are not only pre-

The idea of interaction interest
everybody and you can’t find it in all
the artistic activities developing and
which creativity unchains. A multiform
term, which sometimes talks about
environments which seem to autogenerate their own dynamics:
machines, technology, software
interact, sometimes even without
man. The main question emerged and
discussed is the meaning of the word
interaction and the places in which it
is traceable.

determined. The exploration goes into
the forms of programming of artificial
life, in ecosystems interacting one
with another, defining the relations
between computer/machine and
spectator/participant as a ” cybernetic
ballet of experience“.

Anyway, the risk is to be carried away
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abstraction from life that strikes life
with almost unexplainable and
pityless precision. But I cannot feel
the least impression if people discuss
interaction as the mere cooperation of
data systems although it is important
from a technical perspective.
Silvia Scaravaggi: Interactivity has
then a strong meaning in the relation
man/machine?

.

Norman Kirschner: Yes. But it would
be presumptuous to only focus on the
meaningful part of interaction. There
surely are many ways to create and
perceive meaning. So let’s let it flow
and judge later. I am sure you can
answer this question much better
than me.

We discussed with Roman Kirschner
on the meaning of interaction. He
showed some of his works, among
which the famous Painstation, ideated
with the collective //////////fur////
, innovative station which provokes
true pain each time you are wrong,
thanks to a device applied on the
hand of the user during the game.
Silvia Scaravaggi: How is it important
for you the presence of the body in
defining the meaning of interaction?

Silvia Scaravaggi: But the aspect of
pain in your works remembers us we
are human, that interaction derives
from a relation which is still human.

Norman Kirschner: The bodily
presence in interaction becomes
important for me as soon as a certain
group of people discusses the topic.
In general I think that you can never
think of art without the involvement
of a human being perceiving it. So I
can be very fascinated about the
complexity of data exchange that
happens exclusively in computer
systems. E.g. on the international
stock market. The fascination comes
from the incredible meaning and

Norman Kirschner: Did we forget that
we are human? Did we get absorbed
in cruel worlds of concepts and
meaningless semantics? I don’t know.
I guess that everybody has to answer
this question for him/herself… I hope
that it will not only be pain that guides
our focus to ways of being that seem
to consist of less substitutions.
Though I like substitutions a lot of
course. But there is pleasure that is
certainly more intense than the safe
and delegated one.
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Silvia Scaravaggi: I wonder what
interaction ISN’T to you….

Howard Caygill, Noortje Marres and
Janne van Heeswijk, have discussed
the meaning of interactive art and
interactivity within political, social,
cultural,
artistic,
biologic,
architectonic, cognitive networks;
even belonging to different work
ambits, they share the same passion
for the creation of networks and
research of new relations in which
perception and action are integrated
by experience and memory. One over
all, Lars Spuybroek’s work who, in an
inspiring intervention, has presented
the activity of NOX , study which is
developing interactive architectures,
in relation of exchange and reciprocity
with the environment and man,
introducing the constant of the
variation as key element in each good
interactive building, as in musical
compositions, scores and design.

Norman Kirschner: I would prefer not
to make restrictions… sorry

.

As in this short dialogue, during
Deaf07, the subject discussed with a
prospective of opening and absolute
not limitation, a type of approach
which has generated many
discussions and in certain way
dissatisfaction, indeterminacy.

www.deaf07.nl

The debate never closes, it doesn’t
provide any specific definition, but it
confirms that the field of interaction is
one of the most open and challenging
subjects in the field of new media.

www.shanghart.com/artists/yangzhe
nzhong/default.htm
www.exonemo.com

The interventions of the participants
to the Symposium “Interact or Die!”
organised in the magnificent seat of
the Netherlands Architecture
Institute, have testified the
dynamicity,
variety
and
multidisciplinarity of the subject.
Detlef Martins, Lars Spuybroek,

http://harddisko.ch.vu
www.okno.be
www.workspace-unlimited.org
http://wdka.nl/morphingmachinery
www.marnixdenijs.nl
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www.conceptlab.com/frog

http://whisper.surrey.sfu.ca

www.thesystemis.com

www.ondulation.net

www.5voltecore.com

www.romankirschner.net
www.noxarch.com
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Futuresonic 2007: Music For Everyday Life
Alessandro Massobrio

Futuresonic will occupy from 10 th to
12 th May 2007 emblematic locations
in Manchester , in an itinerary path
between memory and innovation. The
Arndale Shopping Center is the heart
of festival and it was once theatre of
the explosive attack of IRA in 1996 but
even the starting point for an
economic boom that carried away
Manchester. A disorienting effect and
even a reflection on the meaning of
art in relation to the environment,
mobile technology and history. The
commissioned artists will give birth to
a re-interpretation of the commercial
and urban space, drawing paths,
underlining the limits, involving a
reflection on the social meaning of
the technology and the sense of the
art today.

Futuresonic 2007 brings reflection. A
festival of ideas and pioneers  as the
curators of the event say  dedicated
to the celebration of a fertile forty
years (1967-2007), that has an
expressive strength able to inform
most of the creative energies of the
new generations addicted to the
exploration of relationship between
sound and image.
An essential genealogy, the
conscience of the roots of a social and
artistic movement that finds
nowadays its common denominator
inside the electronic music, even if its
soul belongs to the pop culture of the
last century.
The

research

goes

As Drew Hemmet underline “We’re
immerged in a growing mediatic
context, made up with images and
sounds. We’re surrounded by mobile
technology, phones, screens in
squares and streets, wireless system
everywhere. In this new persuasion
époque, is it easier to understand art?
Or more difficult?”.

further.
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autonomous knowledge.

.

Actually, defining an art object today
seems a vain enterprise. Why does the
CD on my desk should be (contain) an
art work? And if so, what gave it this
status? If we then think about
performances, happenings, prints
representing an installation or a vj-set,
everything seems getting more and
more complicated.

.

Brian Eno certainly got the message
when he realized Music for Airports.
And that’s the reason why Futuresonic
presents Art for Shopping Center, a
singular expo of site specific art works
inside one of the most neutral even if
populated place of the Occident: the
mall. Through the exposition of
original works by international artists,
Futuresonic proposes a way to rewrite the economic relation and the
everyday life through artistic decontextualization and the privileged
observatory of the creativity.

Maybe the question are inadequate,
most of all when answers are urgent.
The fact is that art escapes reflections
and imposes in a powerful and direct
manner in our life, that is economical
choices, affection memory, as
background or foreground of complex
changes that involve in a unique skein
society and technology. Nowadays art
is everywhere and nowhere, on my
iPod or my phone, on a t-shirt or
inside a spot. There’s not only the lost
of the aura of the work, as Walter
Benjamin said, that is being here and
now in a unique manner, but even the
lost of the aesthetic as reflection
about art, rehabilitated as form of

The Social Technologies Summit is
another interesting container, that
proposes a series of interdisciplinary
conferences to reflect on how mobile
technology changed our social habits,
our urban paths, our way to be in
space and time and most of all the
way we relate with people. The Social
Technologies Summit promotes an
idea of technology as social practice,
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exploring the impact on the public
sphere and analyzing in particular the
new form of technological network.

the festival.
Futurevisual celebrates the days of
the multimedia aura. The legendary
UFO Club of London born again at the
Futuresonic forty years later, with the
participation of once protagonists, like
Berry Miles  historical activist and
reporter of Pink Floyd from the
psychedelic London -, near new
talents of the av contemporary scene,
like Semiconductor.
Eventually Music for Beep Generation
is the music and pop heart of the
festival, with the participation of
musicians and Dj’s of the electronic
Manchester scene. A tribute to the
rock soul of the dance electronic
music.

.

Projected to a social prospective
again, Evnts 2007 is the container of
artist and organizers that see the
festival such as a meeting and
exchange moment. Inaugurated in
2005, Evnts collected a community of
workers that is now a festival inside

www.futursonic.com
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Sonar Music 2007: From The Past To The
Future
Giulia Baldi

so the clashes they provoke between
subject/object in foreground and
background (to follow the visual
parallel).
Paradoxically though, Sonar is a
festival that has been played for a
while with returns, and more and
more it plays. Just a few, in 2000 Marc
Almond, 2002 with Pet Shop Boys,
even Chic in 2006, we’re obviously
waiting for Devo and Beastie Boys this
year. So, who’s the addressee of the
explicit irony graphic? Immediate
hypothesis, even if not right of course:
the new generation of musicians 
both electronic and not, it doesn’t
matter  that is deeply inspired from
the potential mix of all the époques
and styles. It is the art of the past
projected into the future that can
characterize the present of this new
century. Better than the repeated
attempts of absolute, by now empty.

Those images seem to be old movies
frames ruined by a provoker, or either
a nostalgic, with some smiles. But
they’re nothing but ambiguous and
seducing images that represent Sonar
2007.
As we discover from the festival site,
they’re works of the early twentieth
century of Lejaren A’ Hiller that, with
an expressionist will of chiaroscuro
and an aesthetic taste for eroticism,
tell stories about surgery through
different époques and continents.
Every picture have been though
marked with a smile on a character
face. Why is this? First of all, to let the
spectator have more question than
answer. And obviously the operation
perfectly worked. And then to
underline the absurd of all the returns,
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to live real music, creating something
inspired but new. Because they add
the desire of melody and guitar to
transform the rave scene, as radical
reaction to disco and rock, that turn
party music into powerful and funny
songs, actually they bring enthusiasm.

.

This dilemma meeting/clash between
époques and styles is one of the most
fascinating aspects of this edition. Nu
rave and rock’n’rave are direct
reference. More than 15 years of acidelectro-techno music culture
synthesized in few weeks of listening.
Even if not comparable to the original
experience, they reproduce at least
part of that path.

Some find difficult the admission,
some other are ironic on it but this is
the synthesis: returning it’s even new.
Maybe it’s only the vision, as the
intent to mix disco-rock-acid-techno
following the hip-hop ethic of the
“harder-faster-better”. While the
rational  and celebrated  electrominimal of the first part of the new
century is imploding into boring
purism and mannerism.

It is exciting to inherit so much and
live it in so little time. And what’s
going on? Some of the youngest,
some of those that were part of the
early 90′s rave phenomena, used to
listen to the cartoon jingles sitting
near mummy, they are suddenly able
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course but the mix exploded last two
years with Simian Mobile Disco,
Justice, Klaxons, Mstrkrft, Uffie,
Digitalism, Para One, Dj Mehdi, New
Young Pony Club, and all the others
that seem to be an manner exercise,
but they also reveal to open and
curious minds the ability to arouse a
sudden, violent and global
enthusiasm that remembers the 1992,
that is 15 years ago.

.

Ok for Daft Punk and Chemical
Brother, the masters. Then 2manydjs
and LCD Soundsystem to close the

www.sonar.es
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Cavandoli’s Testament
Eleonora Oreggia

through the warmth and liveliness of
his words the simple and practical
spirit of such a great person can live
again in our memory.

Osvaldo Cavandoli, a master in the art
of animated drawing and famous for
his character La Linea (The Line) ,died
on 3rd March 2007 in Milan, the city
where he lived. Here is the
posthumous message his son Sergio
found in an envelope “to be opened
when I will no longer be here”.

.

e.o. _ I am studying at the Faculty of
Arts and I am currently writing my
thesis in Semiotics

“This is the recollection of an artist
who has always been able both to
smile and make people smile even
now that he is no longer alive”
(Quotation from Massimo Maisetti).

o.c._ Semiotics… let’s see it seems to
me they are seeds you throw into
optics*…Sight needs seeds; yes,
semiotics is all right. You know, I’m
not very familiar with terms

I am honoured and sad to publish it I
had the lucky chance to meet ‘Cava’ in
December 2002, while I was writing
my university thesis (“Drawing
animation. A semiotic analysis”). I
would like to quote part of a
conversation we had which has never
been published before, so that

e.o. _ Semiotics studies how meaning
works, how a certain meaning is
perceived or not.
o.c._ First of all there’s drawing and
animation. Then you add sounds. And
all that stuff you are talking about, the
optics seeds.
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e.o. _ This is the line of time, each
second is divided into twenty-five
photograms; I consider significant
elements those which contains
differences, which progressively
change

board is created. I’ve been working for
thirty years. I have always worked this
way. Film or video, these are the
technique and the systems. I don’t
know how those who deal with threedimentional drawing work. Now,
please explain me what you say .

o.c._ Ah, movements! You know, I
speak as a worker. Semiotics, optics
seeds, I don’t So, you are writing a
thesis on my Line
e.o. _ After an introduction on
animation art in general, I chose The
Line as a semiotic experiment, trying
to understand how it works
o.c._ meaning!

.

e.o. _ Yes, trying to understand how a
fragment means; for example what
are the elements that allow us to say
or understand that here The Line is
angry, whereas somewhere else it
looks happy, and so on. Besides, I
would like to know what you think
about computers

e.o. _ The first question I would have
liked to ask was if you had ever heard
about semiotics .
o.c._ I know we need seeds to sow
plants. Semiotics, no, you see, difficult
words are not my cup of tea.Try and
explain it plainly to me.

o.c._ I have never wanted to own a
computer, I’ve had already enough
with my job. There’s a friend of mine
who deals with that part of the job. I
give him a load of my drawings, and
the directions where the times of the
drawings are specified all with
numbers.There are the stops and the
order of shooting.What once was
made with the film now is made with
computers. You use medium five
drawings a second. Than the story-

e.o. _ Semiotics studies the systems
and processes of meaning, languages.
o.c._ The languages of an activity,of a
job, of what?
e.o. _ A language can be verbal,
musical, visual. The concept crosses
over from one field to another.
o.c._ I don’t like to cross.
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e.o. _ You like to go straight…

thing came out. I tried to simplify to
work more, to go faster So I tried to
synthesize and synthesize and
synthesize, till I got to the point of
creating a story-board and to show it
I had a friend who went round all the
agencies in Italy and everybody said
“Are you crazy? What’s that stuff?”
because they saw that thing… Then
there were those films…those
commercials, I mean, Carosello for
example… the Bible, Fabbri Editori,
you know, Gamma, scenery… and they
said ” What is it? That’s crazy.” Then I
got to the agency that advertised
Lagostina, they saw it, they said:
“Well…” I remember, I went there, they
saw the screen-test, I shot it in supereight and they told me “You know,
let’s have a try” . Indeed I made a little
commercial, it lasted two minutes,
maybe one minute and a half, can’t
remember how long it lasted actually.
They saw it and said “Ok, that’s not
bad. All the others regretted their
choice!

o.c._ It’s hard to talk to me. I like
going smoothly, to put it plainly.
e.o. _ I called this interview “criticism
of the model” because I had imagined
that you, as a skilled craftsman, would
have said to me well, semiotics is
words.
o.c._ A craftsman do not know what
semiotics is.
e.o. _ Semiotics is the study
o.c._ You ask questions, I answer and
you translate it into semiotics. Let’s
speak a normal language. I’m a
craftsman, I work here.

e.o. _ I believe you
o.c._ Half Italy. And when it came out
.

e.o. _ Success!

I have tried to study how to simplify
things, because I’v tried all, I mean, in
animation, except working with
plastiline, I worked with puppets,
animated drawing and so on, I had
become an expert in the end; and I’d
tried, I’d tried and by chance that

o.c._ criticism and so on; because at
that time, well, everybody kept on
saying, a film was shot in one way, the
other was shot in another, and they
watched mine, on TV, the first one,
people said “The tv set is out of
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order!”, because they saw that line
from where that little man came out:
“Maybe…no!” And it was immediate
success, thank God. I have to thank, I
have rather to thank Lagostina’s
management, when the book for their
centenary was published, six pages
were dedicated to Cavandoli, but
once the advertisement finished I shot
ninety films and in Italy no one wants
them. Rather than semiotics I would
say it has been a swindle. And I’m
sorry for that, because nevermind .

o.c._ Live.
e.o. _ Exactly. That kind of
performance goes together with
another live music performance,
usually electronic. I projected, with a
group of friends, during one of these
performances, an extract of your
work What do you think of that? Do
you consider it piracy or a homage?
o.c._ If it is not sold, that’s all right for
me. Copyright is violated when you
use somebody’s else material to make
money. If someone takes a film,
copies it and then sell it, it’s millions
for his pockets!
e.o. _ No, no selling. Just enjoying
your stuff.
o.c._ That’s all right, everything’s
allowed, unless it is traded, otherwise
my agent’s gonna rush you.

.

o.c._ It was it was not planned…
o.c._ I want to do something No! It
was spontaneous, and thank God,
because it could have ended there,
you know.
e.o. _ I often use the computer Many
young people who love videos and
computers, believe the Line is
something special. I don’t know
whether you have ever learnt about
live video performances

.

e.o. _ I think digital translation of
human creations makes them similar
to nature, thus independent from
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their creator, and liable to free
transformation…

.

e.o. _ That’s clear.

o.c._ I ask you one thing: do not use
difficult terms, because I’m a
craftsman.If you talk about semiotics
to a shoemaker, he says “So what?”

o.c._ Because if the Line gets pissed
off his expression will be pissed off, or
whatever. Everything is made later on,
according to what I mean. Music is in
the background, it has nothing to do
with it. And everything gets
synchronized later on: I explain to my
friend ” Here the Line gets angry, here
it turns against and so on.” So, got it?
The character is being created…I do
what I’m supposed to do according to
the story, the subject, so it speaks, it
gestures according to the situation
he’s in. Nothing is planned, everything
is made after I expressed my ideas
with drawing.

e.o. _ The core of my thesis analyzes a
3-second fragment of one of your
animation, in which The Line pulls
faces. Those three seconds are my
farewell to university. Trying to
produce many words in few seconds I
disassembled with a video editing
programme and a musical sequencer
these three seconds, frame by
frame.Later I carefully analyzed the
data I gathered and visualized them
with a graphic designer. I’ll show I
tried to think about the work For
example, I wrote the visual important
fragments, actually those in which the
mutation occurs, are not exactly
synchronized with the sound
fragments, those in which the
wideness of sound track varies
significantly .

e.o. _ You add! Another method I
used was to separate video and sound
within the fragment. The result was
three different descriptions of the
same thing, sound, video and audiovisual.
There are meaning effects which can
be easily understood, thus they’re
redundant. Yet, sometimes the effects
diverge to the point they deform each
other. All this complicated
explanation is useful to overcome a
little gap: the difficulty in analyzing
compound
languages,
and
synaesthesia. What is extremely
important, at least as far as my work is
concerned, is that the Line can be
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understood in all languages, in all
countries.

o.c._ Don’t mention science because I
don’t give a damn. I have never I have
never…ah ah!

o.c._ That’s one of the advantages

e.o._ it has never been considered
seriously, while the Line is a proof
since if an expression tells us it is
angry, if another makes us understand
it is laughing

e.o. _ no matter what the native
culture is
e.o. _ That’s interesting for the study
of signs, since, let’s see for example
an image in which the Line gets angry:

o.c. _It laugh, it cries All the
expressions are in profile because in
front you cannot see them.

o.c._ Yes!
e.o. _ we’ll have the drawing, the sign
which will show us an angry

e.o. _ it’s clear that’s evident…

expression. That can be linked to
physiognomy, the science that
studies

o.c._ It’s clear for us, we don’t need to
explain.
e.o. _ Yes, no need to explain
between us. With the term
“syncretism” I mean multimedia As we
said yesterday a language is syncretic
when it uses different ways. The gap
I’m referring to is a problem regarding
semiotics

o.c._ Expressions!
e.o. _ face expressions, and gives
them a meaning.
o.c._ Oh, well yes!
e.o. _ And if these drawings can be
understood by all cultures and
languages thus meaning the same
thing every time, that proves the
Line…

o.c._ Well, ok, but .

e.o. _ is universal!
o.c._ because nothing is said or
written.
e.o. _ While from a scientific point of
view physiognomy has always been
considered

.
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e.o. _ let’s go on.

o.c._ Well, I didn’t go to war because

o.c._ you are using difficult words.
Just talk plainly and I’ll reply to you
plainly!

e.o. _ Better so!
o.c._ I have to say war spared me and
my family.

e.o. _ Let’s say that

e.o. _ Can you list a couple of
differences between the war you
experienced in the past and the
never-ending conflict we are
experienced nowadays?

o.c._ Because it’s not This is the first
interview I have with all this mess! Try
and read
e.o. _ Synaesthesia is a poetic effect,
as when someone refers to a smell
and describes it with a colour

o.c._ Today war is underhand because
it is not declared. In the past it was
well defined. Now it’s hard.

o.c._ The expressions are not much.
The Line has five, six, ten expressions,
corresponding to what is happening,
to what has to be said or expressed.
It’s simple, there is no I don’t think
about all the strange things you…ask
me. The Line let me synthesize with
few signs what in actual life is
complex
and,
sometimes,
incomprehensible. Since everything’s
extremely simple, I can’t see the point
in explaining what happens in my
films.

e.o. _ Now it’s always there! It has a
thousand disguises.
o.c._ I look at my grandchild and I
wonder what kind of world they are
going to find, really. Because, you see,
there are no more limits. One arrives,
drops a bomb and that’s the end.

e.o. _ Let’s go on what do you think
about Artificial Intelligence?
o.c._ That’s crap. That’s how I Sorry,
you know! That’s how I answer
because this is the first time I’m
having this kind of interview

.

e.o. _ I would like to get an
inheritance from you that I can
transmit to posterity, maybe the usual

e.o. _ You were born in 1920 How, in
short, do you experienced the war?
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testament for the new generations, or
just a simple suggestion Something
you feel compelled to say to young
people Try to explain that to me.
Drawn suggestions are accepted,
words are not ‘conditio sine qua non’.

o.c._ “Take a pencil, (less demanding
than a pen) and draw whatever your
mind and, most of all, your
imagination creates on a white sheet
of paper. Draw it again and again until
your thought is realized, no matter if
imperfect.”
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New Art Interactiva
Lucrezia Cippitelli

interests of international art dealers
and local authorities’ political interests
push to the institution of big cultural
industries in which art becomes an
excuse to boost a kind of cultivated
and international tourism which hasn’t
essentially no relation with the space
in which it moves.
t is about events which configure as a
sort of T.A.Z . which works on the
opposite: a breaking point building
within a specific social context but in
this case without the will to make
sense, as rather a marketing area
orientated to carry in picturesque
spaces and “others” an international
public made up of critics, artists,
curators who move in unison, in
environments as much extreme as a la
page, the tropical beach of Malindi,
and the southernmost city of the
world, Ushuaia, among the glaciers of
the Land of Fire.

After a year of discussions and
debates which took place in a mailing
list, it is official the opening of Arte
Nuevo Interactiva 07 , the fifth edition
of the Biennial of Merida, Mexico,
which will take place next June.
In the context of International System
of Art, the birth of new biennials
displaced in the more disparate and
decentralised areas of the world, is
now everyday occurrence. You just
think about the recent examples of
the Biennial of Malindi, Kenya, or the
Bienal Fin del Mundo of Ushuaia,
Argentina, both neo born and looking
for an international affiliated which
appears wisely pre- built: international
artists and mainstream participation
in a virgin environment for
contemporaneous art. A well tried
mechanism from the 90′s in which the
interaction among the mercantilist
35

Ferrera Moharquech Balanquet
proposes a resistance to cultural
imperialism as a moment of a posttechnological future building , in
which starting from the idea of Maya
cyclic time (according to which future
is something living at our backs, and
emerge as memory in front of us), the
use of technology isn’t a moment of
technological fetish imported from
the Mundial dominating culture, but
an interactive tool between groups
and individuals bringing to the
building of spaces of plurality of
expression developed within a long
evolutionary iter we inherited by (our,
specify Balanquet relating to his Latin
American roots) ancestor who ranges
from (for example) Maya scientific,
philosophical and technological
knowledge.

.

The ” Bienal de la Nuevas Artes” ,
Merida_MX , as the subtitles of
Interactiva say, would seem in this
optics nothing new. Born and
developed in the more Indios city of
Mexico, Merida, in the heart of the
Yucatan region, still inhabited by a
community of Indios descending form
Maya who can hardly speak Spanish,
or who have integrated in the urban
society, should be perfect for
presenting itself as the nth artistic
event which involves, in a superficial
way, a local context which presents
itself as a meeting space for
international
tourists
of
contemporaneous art in a picturesque
and primitive environment.
It is enough to follow the concept and
the development of the project to
change idea. Starting with a reflection
on the meaning of a biennial focused
on technologies in the heart of
Mexican native culture and on the
related and inevitable second
thoughts this subtends on the
subjects of emergencies (cultural,
technological, geographical, etc )
globalisation and digital divide. The
second thoughts of the idea of
technology which have emerged (see
the introduction to the catalogue Arte
Nuevo Interactiva of 2005) are an
essential moment of Interactiva: in
the introduction of the catalogue of
the manifestation, the curator Raul

.

The phases of building of the biennial,
the people involved (in the
organisation or as participants) and
especially the processes which have
brought to the building of a
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community which participated in the
different phases of the event
organisation are then the second
founding element of this experience.

The exposition is then an arrival point
of the long process of discussion,
confrontation, research and building
of sense occurred in the network (a
good example of this dynamics
developed is the participation . in
2005- of the curator collective to the
forum online Empyre to explain what
Interacrtiva is: Border Crossings: Do
conceptual art and curatorial practice
merge in post digital cultural
production? How are new media art,
criticism and curatorial practice a
unconventional
ecology?
https://mail.cofa.unsw.edu.au/piper
mail/empyre/2005-April/date.html
and configures as physical space of
meeting and sharing.

Arte Nuevo Interactiva, whose name
during the first edition was simply
Interactiva and whose main focus was
new media, is a network for artists,
curators, critics and producers which
work and face collectively through a
mailing list during the period of
building and design of the true
biennial, which is held in Merdia as a
physical meeting place, between the
different souls who built it and as final
exposition process prepared
collectively.
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particular linguistic). The excluded and
emarginated communities of Indios
campesinos of rural areas of Yucatan
through a process of e-learning and
networking learn how to speak
Spanish correctly; necessary to work
and go beyond margination they are
destined to, without losing their origin
language (deriving form Yucatan
Maya). Formation and education are
given through internet and digital
technologies, aims at emphasizing
cultural difficulties of integration, the
danger this kind of process implies in
terms of their own cultural roots.

.

During the opening days devoted to
presentations, lectures and round
tables, Interactiva community coming
from all over the world, had a physical
confrontation which opens to plenty
spaces and local projects making of
biennial a true event in which a group
of aliens land on a foreign city and
uses it without any interaction with
the local community, but rather in a
sphere in which it is possible to know
(and to recognise yourself) in actions
and attitudes belonging to New
Media and Networking ( in its wide
sense) but which in Yucatan assume a
specific value.

A part of the curator practice of Arte
Nuevo Interactiva , as the same
inventor of the project Raúl
Moarquech
Ferrera-Balanquet
remembers (see the interview
published
on
Digimag
18
http://www.digicult.it/digimag/articl
e.asp?id=429″
http://www.digicult.it/digimag/articl
e.asp?id=429 ), is focused on the ides
that the creator stops to play the role
of author of the event, but he rather
proposes himself as a nets builder
who puts in relation different
participant between them.

It is the case for example of a
cooperation and development
project, Tecnologias de la
comunicacion en la educacion rural de
Yucatan de Amelia Fafan Gongora ,
presented during the edition of 2005,
which proposed the use of new
technologies in spaces of economic
underdevelopment as rehabilitation of
local cultural tradition, (and in
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e.asp?id=290 , by Mr Tamale, net artist
and Cuban/ American VJ of the
Colectivo Omni Zonafranca (Cuba)
mentioned in the Number 10 of
“Digimag”
http://www.digicult.it/digimag/articl
e.asp?id=278 and among the other
let’s mention the participation of the
Network Digicult which will present
projects, activities and the net it is
built of.

.

The 2007 edition in particular
schedules the cooperation of ten
curators, with the supervision of Raul
Ferrera, many of whom are artists,
activists, critics and theorists coming
from different countries (Latin
America, Canada , US, Iran , Europe ).
This collective aspect shines out even
because of the choices of artists and
projects, who are often collective
projects, networks, production and
distribution spaces and producers.

www.cartodigital.org/interactiva
It is worth mentioning, starting from
curators, Lila Pagola (Argentina) of the
collective Liminar, of the collective
Troyano (Chile), we largely talked
about during an interview on the
Numer
11
of
Digimag”
http://www.digicult.it/digimag/articl

www.liminar.com.ar
www.t-r-o-y-a-n-o.cl
www.alamar-express.net
www.mrtamale.com
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Icra 07, Ubiquitous Robotics
Miriam Petruzzelli

students and researchers. This
conference starts with the great
amount of scientific contribution
(there are over 1,900 projects) and
goes ahead with the introduction and
discussion of high level articles,
strictly selected by a Scientific
Committee composed by 150
international experts.
The program is very rich in scientific
meetings, as well as other secondary
events, and there is even the
presentation of the latest sector
news: 25 exhibitors among leader
companies and spin-off societies
which are born and grown up in the
last years.

From April 10 and 14 and happening
for the first time in Italy , the 24 th
ICRA’s conference was set in Rome .
ICRA is the International Conference
on Robotics and Automation
supported by IEEE , Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
an
international
association
aggregating over 370,000 members in
160 countries and gathering the major
experts and high-tech specialists. This
association is considered as an
authority in a variety of sectors such
as aerospace systems, computers and
telecommunications, control systems,
consumption energy and electronics.
No doubt this is the chief international
conference on the subject which has
involved
since
20
years
representatives of university, as well
as of industry and institutions,
highlighting the work of young

.

You could also find technical
memories in parallel series and 160
videos describing the latest results of
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scientific research. And three
complete readings, cured by
worldwide
known
experts,
institutional visits, workshop and
tutorials on core and emerging topics,
as for instance neural robotics and
robotics of particular interest for
students and young researchers. The
organizers gave them a preferencial
treatment in reducing subscription
and taking benefit of the financial
support provided by the Robotics and
Automation Society, RAS, for journey
and stay costs.

the chief aim of modern robotics. In
fact, in the next future, robotics could
reach a diffusion as wide as that of
the sectors of electronic, informatics
and telecommunication technologies.
We are leaving an era where ubiquity
is just a life-style. A development in
the ubiquitous computing technology
allows you to be always in the web or
networked: this is a way of working,
enjoying and interacting with the rest
of the world. More and more will the
objects we use be on their turn
networked. And so robots, which in
future could provide us different
utilities while on the web, in every
moment and place, wirelessly.

Main theme of the 2007 ICRA’s
conference is Ubiquitous Robotics, a
topic at the leading edge representing
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regarding technological products.
According to World Robotics 2005
published by Unece/IFR (United
Nations Economic Commission for
Europe/International Federation of
Robotics) investments in robotics, on
a global scale, increased in 2004 by
17%. Moreover in the first six months
of 2005 the orders for robotics
products registered a further increase
of 13%. Unece/Fir’s predictions
estimate an average growth by 6% for
the three years 2005-2008.

.

Robotics and automation are a
technological pair in increasing
growth all around the world, as in our
country. Consent derives from the
future developments in robotics
which will provide, in the next years, a
wide range of new applications,
products and utilities, contributing to
open new markets and causing
relevant social changes. Research
centres as well as enterprises
operating on a world scale in robotics
and automation are constantly
mushrooming. Also the scientific and
technological results achieved so far
are several and important: flexible
assembling cables, robotised cleaning
systems, space transport, robots for
surgery and rehabilitation and
minirobots exploring human body are
no more fantasy but reality. A reality
often symbolizing successful
products.

Beyond industrial robots, service
robotics is gaining more and more
importance. With an amount of over
one million robots used in households,
it is confirmed to be a rising sector.

.

Thanks to the strong relationship
between robotics and information
technologies, a great number of new
high-tech products and services
based on robotics are foreseen to be
launched in the markets.

Robotics is not only an utterly
important research sector, but also an
extremely relevant part in the market

Plenary sessions of the conference are
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the three readings proposed by
researchers of international renown:
Alain Berthoz, Ken Goldberg e
Katsushi Ikeuchi. Alain Berthoz
opened the meeting reading
Simplifying principles for perception,
action, locomotion and navigation. A
common problem for brains and
robots. Berthoz is a member of the
College de France and now in charge
as Director of the Laboratory of
Physiology of Perception and Action
in the CNRS.

functions and more specifically on the
eye-motor system, the vestibular
system, balance control, and
movement perception. He is an
engineer, yet he enriched his
curriculum
through
studies
accomplished in the sectors of
Cognitive Sciences, Psychology and
Neurophysiology. He collaborated on
Nasa’s space programs (i.e. Schuttle)
and gave a contribution to the Russian
team of the Mir space station about
researches on human body adaptation
to microgravity. Indeed, his speech in
the meeting took into consideration
the discovered link between
neurosciences and robotics.

He published over 200 scientific
publications in international journals
on physiology of sensory-motor
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first robot moving thanks to teleoperation systems controlled by
remote lay people via the Internet.
Indeed, in 1994 he created the first
robot with web interface. The project,
known as “Mercury Project” consisted
of an industrial robot equipped with
camera and a pneumatic system
directing short blasts of compressed
air to the surface, covered by sand,
where the robot was working. Users
could move both the camera and the
robot’s arm. From August 1994 to
March 1995 nearly 50,000 users
collaborated to the “Mercury Project”.

.

Ken Goldberg, Professor at UC
Berkeley, read Putting the Turing into
Manufacturing: Automation Science
and Recent Developments in Feeding
and Fixturing. His reading was
concerned with new applications of
automation outside the classical
factory environment. In fact, it is now
used to cover new needs, coming
from security, domotics and food
industry.
Mr. Goldberg is Professor of Industrial
Engineering and Operations Research,
with a joint appointment in Computer
Science. In cooperation with his team,
his researches cover 2 main areas:
Geometric Algorithms for Automation
and Network Robotics. Concerning
the first area, Mr. Goldenberg and his
team’s efforts are focussed to find
solutions allowing an increase in
efficacy and reliability as well as a
decrease in costs.

.

Katsushi Ikeuchi‘s talk Programmingbydemonstration: From assemblyplan through dancing humanoid will
explain the history of the field
research introducing, at the same
time, the new researches address to
make a humanoid robot able to dance
a Japanese traditional dancing. In
comparison to the Russian-European
dancing, the Japanese one is not
characterized by hops and great

In regard to Network Robotics, Mr.
Goldberg and his team developed the
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leaps, but by slow movements having
their base on a low centre of gravity
because of the regular knee bendings.
Recent studies have explained this
difference: the first dancing makes
the dancer soar up towards the sky,
while the second one tries to keep the
dancer in contact with the ground,
perpetual source of energies.

Japanese traditional dancing. Katsushi
Ikeuchi is Professor at the University
in Tokio. His studies range over
robotics, computer vision and
computer graphics. He is famous for
his interest towards art expressions
and he devoted his life to defend
what he calls their “intangible
inheritance”, “artistic soul” and “grace
of movement”. The study of
movement belongs with no doubt to
the above-mentioned intangible
wealth.

During Katsushi Ikeuchi’s researches
and tests the Japanese dancers’
movements are registered by eye or
magnetic motion-capture systems.
The movements are then divided in
primitives and mapped in the robot’s
movement section, always taking into
consideration the structural and
dynamical differences between
human body and robot’s structure.

An other interesting moment of the
conference ICRA’07 was the ” The
Future of Robot Operating Systems”
Panel, where Tandy Trower of the
Microsoft Research, Director of the
Robotics Studio project, and his talk
aroused interests both in the
Scientific Community and in the
media. In this regard we just remind
the reader Bill Gates’ article “A Robot
in Every Home” published on the
Scientific American. The subject is
strictly linked to the “Ubiquitous
Robotics” conference.
In the next 20 years we will no more
pay attention to robots moving inside
our homes or we will be able to
control our robot at office, making it
dust the furniture at home. An
example: are we today by chance
realizing the presence of pc at home?.

.

In the course of the reading the
people present at the conference
could see a video of a humanoid robot
dancing a Jongara-bushi dance, a
traditional dancing of North Japan ,
and a Aizu-bandaisan-odori, a further
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www.icra07.org

s/scripts/rtf/ICRA07_ProgramAtAGla
nceWeb.html

https://ras.papercept.net/conference
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Warren Neidich, Between Brain And Culture
Tiziana Gemin

the way we feel objects and our
relation with the world. The cultural
context re-configured by new
technologies has thus changed both
the object and the subject. And the
contemporary observer is able to
appreciate aspects of a work of art
that couldn’t have been imagined
before
Warren Neidich has worked on the
border between art and science. He is
an American neurologist who has
worked as an artist since 1993. He
owned an art gallery, he wrote some
books, he was one of those who
founded www.artbrain.org, a site in
which written works about the
relations between the brain and
culture are gathered.

The emerging of new technologies
implies mutations which have a deep
influence both on our physical and on
our psychic existence. With new
technologies the environment
changes, as well as and the stimuli we
are exposed to. And the way we
imagine changes too, letting new
meanings emerge within a complex
relation net between social, historical,
economic and cultural conditions.

In his artistic production Neidich uses
mainly pictures and videos, among
other means of expression. In his
research he deals with the effects
caused by media on human
perception and on memory;moreover
he studies how social structures are
re-contextualized on a cognitive and
consciousness level. Through his
works the artist tries to stimulate a
critical reflection on reality and its

After the spread of the Internet
culture develops new connotations:
no more linear and hierarchical, it
became rhizomatic and dynamic;
space and time categories have
radically changed in our system of
experiences, influencing the birth of
new relations within the brain. New
images brought about different
aesthethic concepts and redefined

mechanisms.
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and imagined with the images of
cinema. I studied photography in
College and had my first exhibition
there. My first serious work was my
project American History Reinvented
which became a book published by
Aperture. I used actors in grand
historical re enactments of five
different periods of American History.
I printed each work in a different
historical material like albumen or
platinum. I made this work while i was
a clinical instructor of Ophthalmology
at New York Eye and Ear.

.

In my interview to Warren Neidich I
tried to look into some aspects
regarding the relations between
science, art and new technologies.

I believe the exciting thing about the
relation of science to art is not the
technological fetishization of its
practices, methods or apparatti but
rather the way that it becomes part of
the ministrone that is our experience
of the world. The way that art and
science meet in the landscape also
inhabitied by social responsibility,
political intrigues, economic flows,
psychic
disturbances,historical
distortions to produce momentary
cohensions of meaning. Meaning
being what makes us all want to live
and have purpose to go on.

Tiziana Gemin: You worked as a
neurologist for a long time, then for
the last ten years you have devoted
yourself to art. Can you explain how
your interest began?Could you tell
what the relations between your
scientific background and your
present work in the arts are?
Warren Neidich: First of all i have
allways been artist. I started making
photographs seriously when i was 17
years old. My parents were very
interested in art and as a teenager i
was in the whitney museum and
Museum of Modern Art every
weekend and if not there then in
movie houses watching films like Red
Desert , Blow-up, Jules et Jim,
Meprise, 8 1/2, Satyricon, Obsession
and so forth. Very early my life was
filled with art and very early i dreamed
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theory of Norbert Weiner, Cybernetics
becomes when collaged with the
George Kublers The Shape of Time
fascinating things happen for the
artist Robert Smithson. Ways of
invisiioning the world become opened
up and new possibilities for artworks
become possible.

.

Artists from the beginning of time
have incorporated the new
possibilities of science into their
artistic armentarium. Look at the the
way Poincares idea of the fourth
dimension becomes of interest for
artists like Duchamp, Picasso, Van
Doesbourg and Breton. And what is
most
interesting
is
the
misunderstanding. That artists
interpret these results and in the case
of the fourth dimension used it as a
means of escapy the tyranny of one
point perspective. It openned up art
to new dimensions. The information

In my own work my knowledge of
science has created stepping stones
with which to leap from. The streams
of information that i sample are vast
and scarry. I collage the metaphors
together into patterns and shapes of
cultural discourse which for me loop
back into the matter of the brain
changing it forever and forever.
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for some time about the mutated
observer and the cultured brain. As
the internet exudes from cyberspace
and begins to change the shape of for
instance architecture, design etc in
what refer to as the real world the
developing brain at critical moments
of development will reflect those
changes in the way that the world is
processed. Digital time and digital
space as it is non-hierarchical, and
rhizomatic will configure the matter
of the brain and its dynamic
possiblities differently. An early
predecessor to digital culture was
Situatiionism and its idea of the urban
space as a place of drifting and
remaking. Situationism led to paying
attention to things outside of the
institutional understanding, walking
through the city by using streets that
were abandonned or going through
buildings, using methods that led to
random associations of the cities
places. These different practices led
to different kinds of memories for its
practioners.

.

Tiziana Gemin: In 1995 you created the
term “Neuro-aesthetics”, what do you
mean by this word?
Warren Neidich: Neuroestetica was
the term i used to dileneate the way
artists using their methods, histories,
apparatti, contexts, performances etc
investigate through first person
subjective inquires the same spaces
and times of neuroscience. What they
come up with is a humanistic
distribution of the sensible that is
competes for the multitudes attention
with the institutional understanding.
Aesthetic Neurobiology is that
research into aesthetics that
neuroscientists do that reaffirms the
static networks of sovereignty in the
control and manipulation of the brain.

Derive Memories. Memories that
concerned vast networks that were
outside of those organized stragically
by the hegemonous political
organizations that dominate most of
our lives. The situationist were
interested in de-spectacularization as
a method to resist mediated
memories. These have implications for
the brain.

Tiziana Gemin: The ideas about space
and time have changed with the
Internet. How that influences our way
of imagining?
Warren Neidich: I have been writing
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production it also changes the
conditions of the perception of what
came before it. But it is this cultural
memory that together with the innate
genetic dispositions of the brain and
its neuroplasticity, the malleability of
the forming brain,produce the
cultured brain.
The subjects interaction with these
repositories of cultural memory
produce new forms of subjectivity
whcih are able to perform themselves
on the daily quotidien of everyday life
to form unique individual memories
that are tethered together into
functioning networks of perception
and attention. Each generation faces a
novel landscape of cultural memory
that interacts with each individuals
personal history. Today the methods
are as important as the actual objects
and things. Cultural strategies of
networking have had profound effects
on the way individuals sample there
world.

.

Tiziana Gemin: In several works of
yours you talk about memory. What
are the relations between personal
and cultural memory?
Warren Neidich: Architecture,
Painting, sculpture, design are the
repositories of cultural memory. The
existing social, political, psychological,
economic and spiritual relations that
define an age also help to form the
ideas and impulses that produce
culture and vice versa. In many ways
the history of culture is embodied in
the cultural landscape it produces.
The pompidou center would have
been impossible with the decisiions
and practices that evolved say for
instance from the Louvre. Both
reflects
different
historical,
technological, material and cultural
conditions which they instanatiate
into themselves. This of course does
not describe a linear relatioin as the
those conditions are labile and
recursive as one period my affected
by the proceeding moment but in its

.
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Tiziana Gemin: Are works of art
created inside the Internet culture
radically different from the works
created before?

landscape, lets say visual, with new
forms of objects, object relations,
spaces, null spaces, performances and
actions that produce new possibilities
for the configuration of the matter of
the brain. This is a continual project
with objects and object relations
being recycled in the context of
cultural conditions. The boundaries
and forms of visual culture are in flux.
This flux activates the virtual,
Deleuzian Virtual, potentials of the
brain unlocking them. The brain
undergoes transformation along with
the mind. Art is a sacred space where
research on the margins of what an
object or relation is is still possible
using alternative methodologies and
systems. This in the end unlocks the
neuralbiodiversity we are born with.

Warren Neidich: I want to reiterate
that artists have always used new
technology to expand the horizons of
art. The recent flattening of interest in
media art is due to the fact that most
of these artists did not understand the
way there work fit into the history of
art that proceeded them. That history
may not be linear but it is all the same
important. Media artists have not
invented the wheel for the first time.
Tiziana Gemin: What’s the role of the
artist in contemporary society?
Warren Neidich: Artist produce
objects and relations which provide a
form of gymnastics for the brain. All
though it sounds quite romantic I still
believe artists little the cultural

www.artbrain.org
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99rooms: Net Synesthesia
Bertram Niessen

the kinaesthesia of their project is
structured and articulated with a
common attention. Eventually, their
works is really amazing. And for once,
you can see the show from your own
home. I tell you: dark, headphones on
and volume loud!.

99rooms is an interesting web-based
project that mix real ambient and
virtual ambient. It is realized painting
worrying figures in an old abandoned
factory, then animating them so that
they interact through 99rooms.
The collective that created this little
dream post-industrial slivers is called
Rostlaub and it is composed by Kim
Köster (The Artist), Richard Schumann
(Art Direction), Johannes Bünemann
(Sounddesign) and Stephan Schulz
(Flash / Programming).

.

Bertram Niessen: First off I’d like to
know something more about the
concept of 99rooms and how the
project developed.
Johannes Buenemann: Actually I
came a bit later to the project. First of
all I showed Kim the location which I
found one day when I was filming
some stuff in Berlin . Kim immediately
started painting and taking pictures. It
took him
quite a while to make a hundred and
more of them. Then, after Kim and

There are several reasons why I
decided to meet Rostlaub. First of all
99rooms is the first example of reelaboration of the post-industrial
aesthetic, nowadays chewed and
digested after 15 years of
metropolitan spaces and not, readapted in all the sauces. Then I think
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Richard decided to put the pictures
on the web they came to the idea to
animate them in flash. Because we are
close friends it was obvious that this
“thing” needed sound as well. So, after
they had been working on some
animations, the design, ediing the
pictures etc. I started to record the
athmosphere of the place where the
pictures are with my md-player. I also
recorded all the sounds I used like
stones, metal, glass, doors and got
inspired by the mood of this place.
With that Inspiration and of course
with the Inspiration of Kims pictures I
worked out some deep athmosperic
backgrounds, where I used
Synthesizers and lots of reverb, to
make a special mood for every room.

There is also running a four – minute
background athmosphere the whole
time, with a deep disturbing bass and
sounds coming out of every corner.
This background, sometimes louder
sometimes more quite, is for the
visitors feeling of being or trapped in
one big old factory building. My
intention for the sounds of the 99
rooms was to make it very frightening
on the one hand, but also ironic and
funny. I sometimes just kept the first
feeling I had on the room and made a
sound for it. So, it became kind of a
journey through every kind of
emotion.
Kim Koester: yes, the whole project
grew, just part by part, there where no
concept from the beginning.
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Kim Koester: As Johannes has already
said, first there were the picture then
came the animation and then he
added the sound. Finally we had a
look on it altogether. To fix some
noises which had not the right tone.
Bertram Niessen: So a participated
project. What does team working
means to you?
.

Richard Schumann: In the best case, It
means that everyone can use his
special skills.

Bertram Niessen: Let’s talk about the
kinaesthesia. I usually interview artists
related
with
audio-visual
performances, but your work is not so
far from the research I’m interested in.
How did you developed the
interaction sound/image?

Kim Koester: For me it was really a
new feeling, that my pictures, my
work, motivated three other friends,
to work on it.
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in a really different way than a person
who
is sitting by night at home alone in
front of his screen making his journey.
The focus was more on the pictures
and the sound.
Bertram Niessen: Exactly what I
thought when I firstly saw your work.
Hope to see it soon this way!.
.

Bertram Niessen: What kind of set do
you imagine for your work? Did you
think about it only for a solitary
fruition at home, or even for museums
and other spaces?

http://www.99rooms.com
http://www.rostlaub.com
http://www.kimkoester.com
http://www.richardschumann.de/ind
ex.php

Kim Koester: It is done for the web. I
like the idea, of free, independent art.
But i have shown 99rooms also on a
beamer to an huge crowd, and the
people were fascinated, but i believe

http://www.dripdrop.de
http://www.mittenimraum.de
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Cristophe Bruno: Toward Sight Privatization
Giulia Simi

industry logo anywhere.
A software developed by the
programmer Valeriu Lacatusu, based
on pattern recognition techniques
with neutral nets, tries to find logos of
well-known Companies potentially
hidden somewhere inside the Net.
Moreover, every time that something
is found, the software sends an
automatic image to the owner of the
image, when identifiable, that warns
about the potential infraction of the
Intellectual Property Law, but even
explain how to rule the situation. You
can actually explain the reference to
the logo, so make the company pay
because of promotional publicity, or
follow the non-declared exploiting of
the logo, but incur in eventual
measures by the offended Company.

Have you ever thought that inside an
African mask, the lines of McDonald
logo could be hidden? Or that behind
the face of the French Prime Minister
De Villepin the Gaz the France logo
could be found?
These are some of the Logo
Hallucinations that Cristophe Bruno,
French net artist, known because of
his ironic and sarcastic drive, is
posting
on
his
weblog
Logo.Hallucination, project that
started last autumn and exposed for
the first time at the International
Meetings Paris-Berlin of 2006. Maybe
Cayace Pollard, protagonist of
“Pattern Recognition” and allergic to
logos, written by William Gibson,
would have had an anaphylactic shock
in front of even one of these images,
that would have made her suspect
about the hidden presence of an

.
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The paradox is evident, but the
provoking is not so hyperbolic. Digital
techniques of image recognition are
not so advanced, and that’s the
reason why internet is still absolutely
controlled by the word, even if
apparently seems to demonstrate the
opposite. Moreover, that Word is
highly controlled and commercialized,
as Bruno underlined in his project
“Google Awards Happening”, where,
talking about “Semantic Generalized
Capitalism”, he tried to upset the
dynamics of monetarization of words
buying the Google Ads to write neofuturist poetries. What will the Net
turn into when the matching of the
image will be implemented? When
will search engines exploit patterns
instead of words to address, model
and build our sights in an
economically valid way? And what will
Marketing and Copyright minds invent
to make some business from this?

.

Giulia Simi: How did the idea get
started?
Cristophe Bruno: Up to now many of
my work were dealing with questions
of language and globalization,
commodification
of
speech
(http://www.iterature.com/adwords
). I felt that I had to move more deeply
towards a field closer to the question
of the image, but in relation to similar
questionings. There are some
previous pieces of mine that involve
the question of the image in a
globalized world. For instance
“Fascinum”
(
http://www.unbehagen.com/fascinu
m ), is about the accounting of the
glance, as a global object. “Nonweddings”
(
http://www.iterature.com/non-wedd
ings ) is a hack of Google Image
Search that tries to echoe some
minimal semiotic structure. I had also
made a performance in Dublin “Joyce
Festival”
(
http://www.iterature.com/bloodfors
ale ), which featured “the pervasive
invasion of language by financial
globalization” and in which I was
walking along Joyce’s paths and
collecting “sponsored epiphanies”
related to logos and brands I was
encountering in the streets.

We talk with Cristophe Bruno about
this and some other consideration
born from a work such as
Logo.Hallucination.

But somehow these pieces were all
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hacks of an existing structure
constituted by the architecture of
control of language, ruled by search
engines, and I wanted to bypass this
structure, to bring my work one step
further. But this is a difficult problem,
precisely because this new
architecture does not exist yet (image
search engines for instance are in fact
text based). So we had to build
something from scratch…

very ironic subtitle, anticipating the
paradox of entire work: “We scan your
intimacy to protect your privacy”.
There’s a reference in this, about the
practice of control investing the
emotional side of the human being.
How do you think that web dynamics,
particulary those of web 2.0, can
normalize and model our dreams and
our desires? And what are the
differences with the well-known
system of control of TV? And finally,
how could it change, in this sense,
internet scenary when – and if –
pattern reconignition technology will
be entirely achieved?

Valeriu Lacatusu, the mathematician
and programmer who did the
software behind logo.hallucination,
and who was working on image
recognition and neural networks at
that time, was very excited with my
project. Then I met Jean-François
Rettig of the Rencontres
Internationales Paris-Berlin (where the
project was exhibited for the first
time) and we got a grant “Aide à la
production” from the DICREAM. This
is how it started.

Cristophe Bruno: Web 2.0 is an
enslavement mechanism that I called
“Taylorizzazione della parola” (
http://www.cosmolalia.com/readme1
00/index.php) in which there is an
alliance between “societies of control”
and the “society of spectacle”. TV is
going to delegate its rudimentary
control tools to the global structures
of the Web, or more probably both
structure will merge somehow and
reorganize themselves… all this is
being done right now: TV channels go
web 2.0, Google buys Youtube etc…
but both poles, control and spectacle,
will get stronger. The former towards
a pervasive “panoptic” structure of
surveillance, the latter towards the
global snuff movie. Both have one raw
material: our intimacy.

.

Giulia Simi: Logo.Hallucination has a

This trend is a large scale trend: as the
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world-system reaches its limitations
(depletion of natural resources,
expected end of low-cost labour, the
end of the ideology of liberalism, the
fading of desire, etc.), capitalism uses
the irony of history to relaunch its
machinery by pushing back its internal
limits. Thus freedom of speech is
revealed to be the prerequisite for the
scientific colonization of intimacy.

hallucination, I didn’t know
Neuromancer. A few years ago, I
wanted to do something about history
seen as a collection of collective
errors. But this term of error, of
illusion, appeared to me not so
relevant here. The term of error is too
much linked to the question of truth
and this is not what I had in mind: in
the historical process, errors may be
seen for instance as necessary
illusions to go one step further, closer
to some hypothetical truth… I needed
a more radical concept, a concept
which would be less in the realm of
the modernist idea of progress.
Hallucination is more radical.
I also remember somebody I knew,
long time ago, who was very skeptical
towards the idea of “phallic symbol”.
He used to tell me that Freud’s ideas
about interpreting this or this as
phallic symbols were stupid because
anybody could see phallic symbols
anywhere. And everytime I saw him,
he kept pointing at things and telling
me: “look how Freud’s ideas are
stupid, this form could be interpreted
as a phallic symbol, and this one also,
and this, and this …” . And then he
couldn’t stop seeing phallic symbols
so that at the end he seemed to turn
into
a
living
unvoluntary
exemplification of Freud’s ideas.

.

Giulia Simi: The description of your
project talks about “economical
dynamics of collective hallucination
that brings to a privatization of the
sight”. Could you better explain this
key concept? In particular, what does
“collective hallucination” mean?
Cristophe Bruno: Not easy to say
actually. Of course there is Gibson’s
“Allucinazione consensuale”, But I
remember that when I first thought
about this idea of collective
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rematerialization phase.
In front of this trend, the crisis of
national identities (cf the current
french polls) are an epiphenomenon.

.

The idea of “privatization of the
glance” comes from a general
tendancy that can be perceived in the
history of the Web, in the history of
net.art and in the transition from
market capitalism to network
capitalism as described by Rifkin (let’s
call it from capitalism 1.0 to capitalism
2.0). The post-fordist ideas that are at
play in the economical dynamics of
global structures like Google are:

.

Giulia Simi: You often use irony as key
element to unmask power dynamics
hidden behind practices felt natural.
Through irony, you create strange
situations that bring new meanings in
codified structures. It was the case of
Google Awards and this one as well,
where we can see an African mask
near a McDonald’s Logo. Do you think
irony as a privileged role inside new
media art, that was born as reappropriation and reinterpretation of
instruments thought with an
economic or military aim?

a) through a “dematerialization”
phase, commodification of the
ultimate “atoms” of human relations:
(ad)words, gaze ..
b) establishment of 2.0 markets for
these new commodities (long tails
etc. ) and hence globalization of their
concept (by definition, the long tail is
an extension of the concept of the
“fordist” object to the globality of the
human desires)

Cristophe Bruno: I guess the irony
here is partly a reaction in front of the
utopies that often accompany the
technological progress. But it’s clearly
not a particularity of new media art.
However I think it has some links with
the question of globalization (which of

c) global control of these “global
objects” (ie privatization of the
glance), before the unavoidable
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course is very present in new media
art). After all, in front of the totalizing
knowledge machines, irony recovers
its original sense: from L. ironia, from
Gk. eironeia, from eiron “dissembler,”
perhaps related to eirein “to speak”.
Used in Gk. of affected ignorance…

http://logohallucination.com/
www.christophebruno.com/
www.cosmolalia.com/
www.unbehagen.com/
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Atm: The Artistic Nomadism Of The New
Millennium
Barbara Sansone

scientists, technicians, organizers and
creative people are trying to monitor
these changes, to find out how to
keep these means democratic and
free by protecting them from the
abuses inherent in human and mass
behaviour, to figure out the new
artist’s shape, now very different from
what we were used to.

The speedy development of new
technologies and their incursion into
our everyday life, into our way of
thinking and relating to the others,
into our forms of expression and art,
the advantages and dangers they are
bringing with them and the direction
they might lead us to; all these are
subjects that more and more urgently
need meditation.

Technology started to become part of
everyday life in 18th century,
modifying social patterns and what
human beings thought about
themselves and their potentials. In the
20 th century that transformation got
such an acceleration it could be
considered a revolution: new
languages developed, together with
new ways of thinking, new
behaviours, new dimensions. Today
we can live on different levels,
communicate and exist in virtual
dimensions, make up characters and
parallel lives, give to written and
immediate communication most of
our relationships, thus opening the
doors of our intimacy or of deception.

While most of the people are
experiencing this radical process
unconsciously by entrusting
spontaneously their behaviour
processes to the presence and at this
point the need for body extentions
such as mobiles, computers and the
Internet, many thinkers, researchers,
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The concepts of expression,
presentation,
organization,
intellectual skill and role definition are
changing. Artists, institutions,
galleries, organizers, critics, means of
communication melt together to
create new personalities which still
have no definition: the borders
between geographical,conceptual,
aesthetic and ideological roles have
been gradually deleted as we are
heading for the much discussed and
complex
phenomenon
of
globalization.

.

Inevitably such social changes have
been absorbed by art, which has
always been the reflection,
interpretation avant-garde and
metaphor of real life and has always
tried to use everyday tools breaking
existing patterns (attitude which can
be properly expressed by the word
hacking ). Nowadays artists no longer
work alone, rather they are
permanently surrounded by the rest
of the world which pulses in their
computer’s monitor; they often travel,
they move from on place to another
following artistic synergies; they are
deeply influenced by numerous
disciplines, both traditional and totally
new, which become part of their
multi-cultural inspiration and suggest
them still unexplored expressive
ways. Artists with their works are
nowadays an immediate and
simultaneous presence, they have
new ways and spaces (not just places)
to show to their audience and make
them an active and essential part to
make their piece of art exist.

These are the topics important to Art
Tech Media , the annual series of
discussions which started in Spain in
2006, after a two-year preparation
and involves museums and
contemporary art centres, medialabs,
foundations, artists, galleries, critics,
committees,
means
of
communication, visual artist
associations, producers, cultural
agents, public and private institutions
and all the sectors related to art and
new technologies.
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they organize shows, installations,
conferences and events.

.

The big success the event had last
year has led to the First Art Tech
Media International Congress, which
will take place in Madrid from 8th
to11th May 2007 . The project’s
objective is to contribute to the
reflection and analysis of new
technological media in Spain within
an international context and to
develop proposals for the creation of
a permanent platform (a Digital Arts
Institute) that can stimulate
production and co-ordinate the
distribution and the promotion of
Spanish digital art around the world.
The event’s venue will be the Ministry
of Culture, Cervantes Institute and
Casa América , where respectively
discussions and projections on the
Spanish situation, on the relation
between Spain and Latin America and
on what is going on in Latin America
will take place. Institutions, festivals,
museums, technological firms,
universities, artists and associations
will co-operate.

What they have done well represent
the fusion of the roles of artist,
organizer, critics and promoter. Art
Tech Media International Congress
will present the international
contributions gathered and selected
during several months: reflections on
the present situation of digital art in
Spain, proposals for alternative
models, examples of international
avant-garde centres. The list of the
famous participants is so long that we
do not have enough room here to
name them all. You can check the
whole list on the event’s web site
(among them Gerfried Stocker,
director of Ars Electronica in Linz; Alex
Adriaansens, director of V2 in
Rotterdam; Andreas Broeckmann,
director of TESLA media>art.

The fathers of the event are two
Spanish artists, Montse Arbelo e
Joseba Franco , who, from the very
start of their activity, have dedicated
themselves to co-operational and
“transactional” activities. The main
goal of their project is to explore the
thinning down of the line which
separates art and real life and they
pursue it by their travels during which

.

On the web site there is a
questionnaire aiming at gathering
experts’ opinions to formulate
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reflections on the changes and
improvements which could be
necessary for the production and
distribution of digital art and to create
the basis for the possible foundation
of the Digital Arts Institute in Spain.

interchange and underline the
importance and necessity of a live
meeting, though new technologies
make co-operation and simultaneous
presence all over the world possible.

Besides, the web site offers a rich
section of links diveded into
communities, institutions, festivals,
blogart and so on. An event which
promises a dynamic and constructive

www.artechmedia.net
www.montsearbelojosebafranco.com
www.emintec/
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Digital Art: A Market For Strong Stomachs
Motor

objects or processes. Such value is
decided by a complex system where
critics define the value which will be
then decisive in the translations
towards private collections or
museums. Within the attribution of
value, the art system doesn’t depend
much from practical uses of work, nor
from its popularity or diffusion.
The economic factor (and
consequently social) shouldn’t be
disregarded. During the 80′s auto
production anticipated many of the
subjects and paths of modern digital
art. Auto production intended to
create circuits to produce and
distribute above all music, videos and
books, outside the normal circuit of
mass media, but even outside the
economic of art.

The relationship between digital art (I
find it more and more difficult to use
that that expression “new” media art)
and the market, it is a subject
important for artists and professionals
which is however still not very
developed.
We can start thinking about who is
involved (or would like to). For
snobbism let’s start for artists, or
more humbly for digital creatives.
Those are the one who create digital
contents, hardware, software, or
hybrids as virtual communities. To
create you need energy, which
economically speaking means money
and time (both as artist’s time as
users’ time, especially in the economy
of attention). Let’s talk about money
The art system revolves around the
creation or attribution of value to

.
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The majority of the titles were
connected to HARD-Core Punk (which
otherwise from Sex Pistols” punk,
didn’t mean to cheat the system, but
to create antagonisms) but there was
plenty of space for experimentations
in the field of electronics. On one side,
there was the need to create this
circuit because there wasn’t any other
way to affirm one’s identity, but
together the belonging to the circuit
itself was often more important than
the product itself. Moreover, the rule
was to exchange the pieces on a
relative equality level a LP with an IP,
a VHS with a VHS, a book with a book,
and everything for low prices.

a critical eye on creation mechanisms,
distribution and content control.

.

The pre digital artist (let’s say the
artist who has typically studied art
and whose point of reference is
creativity even electronic up to the
end of the 80′s), whose point of
reference is an art gallery. The digital
artist lacks often in a classical
formation, even because recently it is
quite normal to have courses and
digital studies within academies.

Through the electronic sound, many
came to cyberpunk and digital art,
always through economic logics going
from sharing to hack, always far from
establishment (at least ideologically).
The same rave scene, in its evolution,
didn’t favour the stardom system. The
materials are conceived as basis of
infinite remixes.

On the other hand, art galleries more
careful and experimental have noticed
digital art, but they don’t know how to
face it. The problem is that digital
works could be hardly be hung on
living rooms’ walls (or on the director’s
office) the majority of important
works from the 60′s on are even more
difficult( just think about Mertz or
Richard Longo or Christo) while, on
the other hand, galleries such as
Bitforms propose digital works which
are explicitly thought to be hung).

Even mainstream groups such as Nine
Inch Nails play on those positions,
leaving and facilitating the remix of
their own tracks, or using viral
marketing techniques through fake
web sites or USB keys with demo left
after their lives before the new record
release. This kind of operation is
typical of many productions of digital
art, more careful to subjects such as
community and interactivity, but even
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It is in part a problem of language; in
part it is difficult to give a value to an
object which is often fro definition is
infinitely replicable and deliberately
and freely manipulable. In the end, a

good part of conventional economy
bases on the concept of scarcity: a
useless object is as much precious as
it is scarce (or difficult to understand )
In digital economy, this isn’t always
true, on the contrary .
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All This Is Beautiful Untrue People
Massimo Schiavoni

the Digicult’s project. I want to thank
Samantha from now on for her
professionalism and willingness to
cooperate, what I consider essential
characteristics for a real artist of an
uncommon great-heartedness.
Massimo Schiavoni: Samantha, taking
into consideration the achievements
obtained with Sergio Frazzingaro ,
how much important was for your
artistic life “starting” from Genoa and
having in your background both
choral dances, in your personal
development, and artistic and musical
skills, owned by Mr. Frazzingaro?

We are speaking of new narrative
forms at the dawn of the new
millennium, evoking in their lines a
Colaiacomo of the previous
millennium. It deals with hybrid, social
and globalized forms using all kind of
mass media in order to convey a new
more fashionable style, somewhat icy
and minimal. A style that is Italian for
its creativity, universal for its
normality. An interview with
Samantha Stella and Sergio
Frazzingaro, the creators of the
project “Corpinudi”, to know more
about their work, symbol, in the last
years, of the real Italian style as
regards the new international art
research.

Samantha Stella: The project
“Corpicrudi” derives from the
convergence of our singular and
personal pieces of experience, both
mine and Sergio’s. these latter
allowed us, in a very spontaneous
way, to elaborate a transversal
language of our style which I consider
as characterised and easily
recognizable. Starting from Genoa
was not the main thing, it is like
starting from a not particularly lively
artistic context. I would say it hadn’t a
great impact on us, apart from giving
us the opportunity to have little

This exclusive interview is the result of
a respectful and genuine friendship
between the undersigned and
Samantha, having a positive effect on

spaces and windows, at the beginning
of our common path, where we could
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cooperate with some of the city
artists. By the way, it deals with
contacts and meetings which could
happen perfectly also in other places.
As in any communication path, our
works were publicized far beyond the
city, where however we are still living.
The videos of our works travelled
quite easily all around the world
thanks to festivals and international
exhibitions.
We
presented
installations, performances, pictures
in art galleries and fairs, museums,
hotels, clubs, institutions and private
collections, doing it personally in
many cities in Italy and abroad. The
place, as well as the used media, is an
instrument. Our transversal style let us
free to think new solutions, each time

different. My past studies have at first
aroused
our
interest
in
theatre/performance stages. But
immediately our language was
hybridized by a common love for
videos and cinema, as well as for
music and fashion, allowing at first the
development of a video dimension
and then of a picture’s one. Music
(Sergio, an architect, is also dj and
electro-music producer for the
project
MastaFaktor
www.myspace.com/mastafaktor )
was always the core element of every
work we presented. It was used to
create something like “silent”
scenarios or scores for “remark
actions” on a soundtrack, as recently
pointed out by a young curator.
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control as feature of
contemporary language.

our

Massimo Schiavoni: You spoke of your
style as transversal, hybridized and
inexpressive. Don’t you think that your
artistic language was born almost
naturally, I mean as if consequence of
the bombing of our society’s
exaggerated means and “shaped”
then in our likeness, no matter if
distorted or not?

.

I’d define them video-performances
and you can recognize a major
difference with the classical
performance.
These
videoperformances are written, directed
and performed by ourselves together
with other bodies, belonging to
models or performers. We pay the
greatest attention to a nearly
unnatural pose, to the minimal
gesture, to the harmonic composition.
And then actions are made sparkling
by pictures and their coldness is
highlighted by a precise detail and
colour control. It’s an effort focussed
towards an idea of beauty able to cut
off and freeze the public by a
constant search for the highest
harmony. “Corpicrudi”, raw bodies.
Cold bodies. Minimal gestures. False
actions taking place in an artificial
setting, in a constant research for a
timeless harmony. Bodies as still life,
sometimes upsetting and striking
because of their artificial
inexpressiveness. Their “imploding”

Samantha Stella: I agree. “Corpicrudi”
are spontaneous catalysts, readers
and interpreters of some aspects of
the today’s contemporary society of
the West world. The transversal and
hybridized features belong to
contemporary aspect. On the contrary
inexpressiveness is a choice.
Codification of imploding actions and
“fixed” pictures (representing bodies
in movement or standing still) make
the audience read it on the opposite
as something dramatic, underling a
necessary detachment from reality for
the benefit of harmony. The language
provided by our society in which we
grew up becomes the means we use
to “speak” to our projects’ users. We
choose in a precise and controlled
way the words creating a
recognizable style. These words are
necessary for the composition of our
idea of beauty. The imagines are not
misleadingly distorted, but explicitly
settled and clearly offered.
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contemporary language but they look
like creating, in our construction,
different sentences with a common
denominator in constant repetition. I
wouldn’t speak, for our case, of a
mathematic image abolishing the real
one. Although we use digital systems,
the words proposed do not hide nor
are distorted by pc digital tools. They
are taken from reality in an objective
way and then modelled in a “fake”
appearance implying something
more. And the gaze revolution is
maybe here, in the perception
“forced” by an artificial aesthetic
order. I wouldn’t speak neither of
reality or illusion. They are the same
thing. Illusion is not misleading, but
necessary. Art portrays Life as part of
its raw material, it creates and models
it in new forms, it is not interested in
the real fact, on the contrary it
invents, images, dreams about, and
keeps between itself and reality the
inaccessible barrier of a beautiful
style ” (from “the decay of lying”,
Oscar Wilde). The performance allows
improvisation so I’d rather speak of
image film.

.

Massimo Schiavoni: So, “Corpicrudi”,
conveying an explicit image and as a
consequence an event, as f.i. in the
case of the several works entitled
“Study for stella last ciak”, makes the
users double wrong-footed: firstly for
the aesthetic-physical aspect,
secondly for the psychologicalperceptional order (or disorder)  and
besides, the perception is in a
constant change. However, I find it a
gaze revolution, or, saying it with
Debray’s words, simulation abolishes
the simulacrum and so it gets rid of
the immemorial curse linking image
and imitation. Are we in front of truth
operators or illusion-makers? Can I
consider your work as the image
performance?
Samantha Stella: “Corpicrudi” shows
actions in movement or still,
meaningless in appearance and
without text in most of the cases, in a
serial role interchanges which cause a
crisis the point of reference. The
words are taken from the
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affinity. We asked them to interpret a
concept of “corpicrudi” (the “last ciak”,
that is a last action, openly false  and
we use here the film language- and
for this reason actually never said for
the last time and every time new)
through pictures, videos and music.
Beautiful untrue people is a tribute to
a famous sentence of Oscar Wilde
(“lying, the telling of beautiful untrue
things, is the proper aim of art” from
“the decay of lying”) and was
presented for the global preview in
Rome at the contemporary art gallery
Lipanjepuntin from 17 May to 30 June
2007 where there is a section
“Corpicrudi” and the preview of our
video “The last ciak trilogy”
(soundtracks by Client, My Park and
Mass_prod) and some pictures of the
relating photo series belonging to
Corpicrudi. In addition a section
dedicated to the artists who
interpreted our concept. For the same
occasion there will be there a sideexhibition of Corpicrudi by Filippo
Fettucciari Art in Perugia (the main
city in the Umbrian region), from 19
May to 30 June. Beautiful untrue
people directly refers to different
medial languages from them we
always took our elements, offering
our concept of pre-established fiction
as raw material to model in a potential
infinite play of interpretation and
fruition. Reversal of roles without any
overtaking.

.

Massimo Schiavoni: Improvisation is
inside
happening
and
so
performances can also be well
created and modelled. I’d say to put
more attention in your work to this
side that we can call the film side, as
you perfectly say, because it’s
important to understand how art
needs a pre-established fiction in
order to get rid of this label.
“Corpicrudi” understood that and
offers systematically this double gaze,
taking its elements in a transversal
way from different medial languages,
from music to photography to
fashion. Indeed, you have been
working recently in the vogue world,
with services presented in the major
global magazines. Photography
therefore comes back to be the most
effective mean for diffusionoperation, taking the place of video in
a kind of reversal of roles?
Samantha Stella: Several print
magazines and international web sites
dealing with fashion, art and music
showed interest in our artistic
production, above all lately thanks to
our actual project BEAUTIFUL
UNTRUE PEOPLE, developed in
collaboration with the online
community of Myspace. Musicians
and djs, fashion designers and stylists,
photographers e international videomakers sharing with us a vision
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updating. I’d say a media that,
because of its nature, rich in images,
videos and music, is near to the
transversal feature of our language.
Corpicrudi created its own page in
Myspace’s site last August at the
suggestion of a call from a dear
journalist and friend in Paris . Beautiful
untrue people was born here in a
spontaneous way, as soon as the
potentiality of the means had been
easily understood. As every life path,
Corpicrudi derives from a mix, lucky or
not, of precise choices and casual
correspondences. Its typology derives
from its hybridized nature coming
from our contemporary artistic
research with a recognizable
distinctive feature (a West feature,
rather than Italian, if we want to
define it geographically,)and a
strong-willed determination. The
immediate sharing is determined here
more by the most obvious revolution
of our era, the web, definitively giving
art a geographic universal character,
here, as in Los Angeles and all around
the world.

.

Massimo Schiavoni: Concerning
BEAUTIFUL UNTRUE PEOPLE, the
project that will be presented in Rome
from 17 May, I find interesting the
myriad of projects owing your same
style and coming from every side of
the world, sanctioning your work as
the international magnet in the new
creative concept. This is important so
I’d like to know how important is for
you the online community, in this case
of Myspace. The choice not to “run”
after the routine of contemporary art
with its inescapable stages was
intended or inevitable? In almost 2
years you were able to rocket, let’s say
in the round, from Genoa to Los
Angeles . How much is possible to
share, renew and export the Italian
art?

Sharing and universality of art. Over10
years ago all that was just impossible.
Don’t you think that the real
revolution was the entry of art in the
private life rather then the art of the
private museum? Your “art scene”
takes place in aseptic rooms, cold and
designer, geometric and chic interiors,
a proper “crime scene” where
everything is calculated and

Samantha Stella: Myspace is an
excellent communication mean. It
offered us a double opportunity:
immediate contact with realities
potentially
similar
and
a
contemporaneous window in self-
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systematically polished. The public
imagination unveiled by art. Can we
say that the user became customer
and the art system a mean? With the
digital/web revolution we are facing
an enlarged market of users and
potential artists. In this case art enters
in private life. As regards the public
imagination, yes, we can say that in a
certain way we unveil an era
absorbing some recognizable social
characteristics belonging to a cliché of
actual harmony. These characteristics
are then modelled by a different effort
towards an idea of beauty, often
implying a dramatic consciousness. In

the art market the users is the
customer, and the art system a mean.
I don’t think we transfigured reality. In
art the user is the person who can
appreciate harmony without paying
attention to the means.
Massimo Schiavoni: idea of beauty,
harmony and elite. Which features do
you choose for your future?
Samantha Stella: Harmony and the
sublime.

www.myspace.com/corpicrudi
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Vvvv, The New Born One
Marco Mancuso

helping out the research in those
areas, even if they do not have
analogue funding.
Even if it doesn’t have the potential of
Max and its Msp library , and also its
integration for images better known
as Jitter , and not even the potential
of their open source version Pure Data
, vvvv carries out two fundamental
jobs that fixed its international
success. First off vvvv has been
developed on a Windows platform
(and don’t tell us it is not a hot point),
eliminating the oppression created by
the duo MaxMsp/Jitter that “works
good only on Mac” and so on. Then
(but I’m not so sure, as I don’t work
with those instruments) vvvv seems
to be more user-friendly and direct
than its brothers, as it is the first
modular graphic interface that extend
the real-time concept to the potential
of audio/video offered by one of the
most revolutionary software of the
last ten years: Processing.

Inside the wide universe of software
programming, more and more
powerful and performing, inside a
revenge never solved between Mac
and Pc developers, inside the ambit of
a pulse to be open source or not, it is
now deafening the noise made by
vvvv.
Last child of a family composed from
software that generate and integrate
both audio and video, vvvv was born
almost five years ago, inside a fertile
German media house Meso , neuralgic
independent and not highly financed
centre of lots of lab activities
managed around software and
instruments for media interactive
production of artistic and professional
level. That will not repeat the Irkam
experience lived in Paris almost
twenty years ago, but it surely is one
of the few European realities that are
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members of the community and the
new disciples is total. There’s only a
little flaw: vvvv is not open source, it
requires a licence for a commercial
use. Rivers of virtual ink could be
spent on this theme once again, on
the potential that could bring an open
source program, free for independent
programmers from all over the world,
open to the dualism ethic/commerce
that our generation compare its
everyday life. But this is another
chapter that we’ll surely treat in a
while on Digimag. Let’s learn
something more about vvvv.

.

What does real-time mean? Well, it is
the possibility to program real-time
(of course in a modular way, no code
strings, no C-Sound and Co.) the
patches that react in a generative
way, following parameters and
random instructions, to the signal and
audio input. Which one is its territory?
Obviously Vjing, the area that mostly
needs to create images going behind
the music, possibly in an always
different way, for long periods and
that culturally unites graphic, design
and audiovisual kinaesthesia. It is clear
that the live media camp, the
audiovisual installations and web
projects started to look with interest
at Meso software, understanding
immediately its potential.
I had the opportunity during last year
to compare with some artists that
regularly use vvvv or that are looking
in vvvv direction, such as the Croatian
vj Onoxo to the Italians Todo, from
Marius Watz to Debackere bros, but I
never had the chance to meet the
creators of the program, that every

.

Marco Mancuso: I’d like to know some
more details on the software. When
were the first idea and the first
nucleus of concept born?

day work on and develop it: Joreg,
Max Wolf, Sebastian Gregor,
Sebastian Oschatz.

Joreg: vvvv started as an inhousetoolkit at meso around 1998 following
the demand of ever repeating
requirements in the field of artistic
and commercial interactive media
productions. while the first approach

The four programmers work out of
Meso and their community-site is a
point of reference for every single
person that would like to work with
vvvv. Their helpfulness helping the
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was suitable for a small group of
developers it still needed the skills of
a traditional programmer to be used.
at the same time we were also using
programs like max/msp and pd for all
audio-production and very much liked
the idea of graphical programming
languages for rapid development. but
max/msp being mac-only back then
(while we were mostly windows
slaves) and pd having this a little bit
too funny interface requiring just too
many
mouseclicks
and
keyboardshortcuts to qualify for
“rapid development” left us with no
other option. we started to work on
vvvv30 which would add a graphical
programming interface to the existing
vvvv-core with a focus on fast (not
necessarily easy in the first place)
user-interaction. being quite fond of
our first results we thought our tool
could ease the pain of many other
people working in similar fields and
we released a first public version in
december 2002.

Joreg: Interaction of sound and image
is one of the basic fascinations we all
shared in the beginning. from there
our interests broadened and let us
add more and more functionality to
vvvv. so while vvvv can still be used
for doing live visuals we’d rather not
market it mainly as a tool for vjs. vvvv
is more a swiss army knive that can
help you in many diverse situations. if
you need an optimized solution for a
special purpose you’d probably still
ask for a higher budget and hire a
dedicated programmer.

.

Marco Mancuso: Vvv works real time,
as we said before. So, while other
languages have several ways to
launch and built a program, vvvv has
only one: run-time. Why it is so
important to work real-time?

Marco Mancuso: One of the most
interesting usage of vvvv is the live
visual ambit. Differently from
programming compiled language, the
system is based on patch and
constantly work so that it is possible
to compile it live. It therefore allows
the live improvisation, theme loved by
the electro live, permitting the sound
to be linked easily with images. Why
did you focalize on those concepts
during the developing phase?

Joreg: Mainly for convenience. when
working with max/msp and pd you
spend a lot of time pressing ctrl-e to
switch between edit and run mode.
we wanted to save this time and
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found our own way by just using both
mousebuttons. edit-mode is on the
left, run-mode is on the right button.
voila.

time of this writing, which is absurdly
high though. probably someone just
wants to test our server-speed. we
love our users very much. they are our
daily fuel. we called our community
webpages “Fan Club” because
communities for softwares like pd,
processing, vvvv feel a bit like the
fanbase for musicians. making vvvv
opensource is an interesting topic we
have been discussing a lot ever since
the first days. while we basically are
all in favour of the idea we are still
more in favour of some other ideas
we want to realize first. so nothing
promised, but keep begging.

Marco Mancuso: How did the
international community grow during
the last two years? And what is your
opinion for analogue communities of
PD, MAX or Processing? And last but
not least, how come that vvvv is not
open source, as Processing is?
Joreg: vvvv’s user base has grown
slowly but steadily. the download
counter for our latest release (beta12,
released on 20 12 06) is at 91840 at the
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Joreg: Basically what projects like
vvvv, arduino,… do, is making
technologies available at a higher
level for a broader userbase that have
been available for decades already to
specialists. but they are also
preventing specialists from having to
reinvent the wheel for every
application and freeing them to
concentrate on the real new stuff. so
we, working with simplified sensor
and programming technologies these
days are probably rather in the second
or third row while the ones currently
working on end-user tools for genetic
manipulation can be considered the
new scientists in the fields of body
experiences.

.

Marco Mancuso: Do you think the
interface design, the screen design
and programming can really change
not only our everyday relation with
computers, but even our experiences
with technologies and the digital way
to the future? In other words, do you
think programmers that develop
hardware and software related with
sensors and interaction (as Arduino
for example) can be considered as
scientists of the future body/artificial
experiences? Or is it a role that
programmers will keep separated by
science?

http://vvvv.org
http://www.meso.net
http://www.generatorx.no
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Homage To Alberto Grifi
Claudia D'Alonzo

di Man Ray, John Cage e Max Ernst, il
diritto di non essere né maestro né
padre ma un compagno tra compagni
e compagne.. Questo compagno che
si innamora e si fa complice di quello
che avviene davanti alla camera e che
proprio per questo prende posizione,
lasciando impressi frammenti di
espressione di cultura autonoma dei
movimenti degli anni ’70 in Italia come
forma di azione politica anche in
aperta critica di un “cinema militante
in cui si vedono cortei di gente con il
pugno chiuso che io non ho mai
considerato cinema politico che mi
sembrava al massimo che ricalcassero
temi del cinema…diciamo…di
regime…”.

Alberto Grifi, cineasta fotografo
artigiano-inventore ci ha lasciati
questa domenica 22 Aprile 2007, dopo
una lunga malattia.
La definizione di Grifi come padre del
cinema underground italiano è servita
per archiviare in fretta e rivoltargli
contro la sua decostruzione del ruolo
di artista-regista e perchè i suoi film
diventassero oggetti di culto,
possibilmente senza che fossero visti,
aspettando che la consunzione della
memoria delle esperienze collettive
che vi è rimasta impressa, come
quella dei supporti magnetici vecchi
di 30 anni, facessero il loro lavoro.

Uno dei punti di forza del dominio
dello Spettacolo sulla vita sta nel
paradosso costitutivo dell’immagine,
in una specie di tendenza naturale a
trasformare qualsiasi esperienza nel
suo feticcio. Anni fa andava di moda
una citazione che diceva: quando il
dito indica la luna ci sono sempre
coloro che si soffermano a guardare il
dito. Insomma a questo paradosso
non poteva sfuggire Grifi stesso che,
avendo passato la vita a decostruire il

A noi piace ridare a Grifi, autore del
seminale La Verifica incerta (1964 ,
con Gianfranco Baruchello), film di
montaggio che scompone celebri film
hollywoodiani suscitando l’entusiasmo

suo ruolo di artista e regista svelando
l’intima complicità di questo con il
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frequentatori di musei e cineteche”.

potere dell’industria culturale, si è
ritrovato con l’ingombrante
riconoscimento di “padre del cinema
underground italiano”. E’ l’industria
culturale che ha bisogno di padri, di
fissare tutto in relazioni edipiche, di
trasformare esperienze in
rappresentazione, come il feticismo
dell’immagine necessita che tutto
quello che esiste sia quello che entra
nell’inquadratura.

Negli incontri seguenti con Felix
Guattari, nella scoperta dell’ economia
libidinale di François Lyotard, insieme
a quelli di compagni di strada
dell’avanguardia newyorkese, Grifi
affina la sua pratica delle intensità, la
ricerca sulla memoria profonda di un
passato biologico: “progettare un
corpo collettivo nuovo, configurare
una nuova geografia di passioni molto
al di là dei limiti angusti dell’orizzonte
antropocentrico”.
In Italia alla fine degli anni sessanta c’è
un’altra zona di intensità intorno
all’appartamento romano di Cesare
Zavattini, altro “padre” secondo il
costume edipico della cultura italiana,
autore della breve ma intensa
stagione del cinema neorealista
italiano. Nella casa di Zavattini, teorico
inoltre della tecnica del pedinamento,
si riunivano allora giovani cineasti
intorno all’esigenza di un “cinema
rivoluzionario”. Grifi racconta di notti
passate a discutere nelle quali
Zavattini ottantenne saltava gridando
sopra i divani del salotto, per arrivare

.

Grifi, che nelle sue incursioni fuori
dall’orizzonte addomesticato della
provincia Italia, riceve iniziazioni
importanti come quella di Marcel
Duchamp, che molestato nel suo
studio parigino risponde frustrando le
aspettative del giovane cineasta,
come dice lui stesso a distanza di anni
“la bacchettata del maestro zen sulla
testa del discepolo in cerca di risposte
che confermino il proprio ego”.
Bacchettata che apre “all’ascolto del
flusso di creatività continuo e
profondo del vivente…scandaloso agli
occhi degli adoratori di simulacri, dei

alla scoperta che per fare un cinema
rivoluzionario è necessario
abbandonare il cinema; cinema che
con la sua struttura produttiva non
può che riprodurre la legge del
denaro. E il regista? Non può che
essere colui che amministra la realtà
nello spazio cinematografico secondo
le regole date dal capitale investito
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dalla produzione.

una macchina che è poi l’esatto
contrario del Telecinema cui Grifi ha
dato il nome di Vidigrafo – abbattendo
i costi di produzione e permettendo
l’incursione nello spazio
cinematografico a porzioni di realtà
che il cinema neanche aveva la
capacità di sognare.

.

Questo é anche il tempo in cui Alberto
conosce la persecuzione giudiziaria e
il carcere, due anni di condanna senza
onere di prova da parte di una polizia
e una magistratura italiana ancora
nelle mani di residui del regime
fascista. Da questa sua esperienza
nascerà “Michele alla ricerca della
felicità“, uno dei primi esperimenti di
docu-fiction. Ambientato in carcere,
non saranno attori a recitare ma chi
quell’esperienza l’ha veramente
vissuta.

.

I film a cui lavora Grifi iniziano a
esplodere dall’interno, in “Anna” del
1972 il set del film si fa il luogo di una
rivolta di attori e tecnici che
spontaneamente finiscono per
mettere fuori la funzione di direzione
del regista; tanto che l’elettricista
entrò un bel giorno in campo per
dichiarare il suo amore ad Anna, la
ragazza protagonista di questo lungo
documentario che è poi diventata la
documentazione della vita
dell’oggetto ripreso ma anche dei
soggetti che stavano riprendendo.

Fuori dal carcere sono gli anni 70 e in
Italia c’è ancora la stessa primavera
del 68. Per togliere spazio alla
dittatura del denaro sul set
cinematografico, e per sperimentare
nuove forme di linguaggio e di
supporti, Grifi inizia a girare su nastri
magnetici, forse i primi ad arrivare in
Italia, inventando anche un
procedimento per trasferire le
immagini del videotape su pellicola –

Grifi segue filmando in quegli anni i
movimenti autonomi, l’irruzione nella
politica di soggetti anch’essi politici
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ma alieni alla tradizione del
movimento operaio, che praticavano il
rifiuto del lavoro salariato, che
discutevano i ruoli all’interno della
famiglia, i freak, le donne, i matti : “i
film che girammo in quegli anni
testimoniano questo tipo di
comportamenti, un tipo di cultura
proletaria, di quel lumpenproletariat
che non aveva mai avuto voce e che
invece aveva da dire…era quello che
aveva aperto porte e guardato fuori
da finestre da cui nessuno aveva mai
guardato…”

insieme alla falsificazione storica, i
nastri di Grifi sembrano non
interessare più a nessuno in Italia,
tanto che anche lui se li dimentica in
qualche scaffale fino all’inizio degli
anni 90. Questo é il momento in cui si
accorge che le emulsioni si sono
incollate e non permettono piu’ ai
nastri di girare nei videoregistratori.
Grifi passa gli ultimi 10 anni a lavorare
sul progetto di un’altra macchina, che
permetta il lavaggio dei nastri con
speciali solventi per arrivare poi alla
loro digitalizzazione, con cui riesce a
recuperare gran parte del suo
archivio.

Ritorna la repressione e il riflusso
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quello che ci preme dire ora, a così
poco tempo dalla sua perdita, è che
ha creato comunità e movimento nel
senso più autentico che queste parole
hanno.
E tutta la sua vita, inscindibile dalle
sue opere, sono state un atto d’amore.

.

www.albertogrifi.com

Alberto Grifi è stato molto di più e

www.interactv.it
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Link index
Sonarmagica: Sonar Multimedia 2007
http://kinematics.glyph.de/
http://www.hentschlager.info/
http://www.elsilencio.com/concierto_para_apagar.php?l=en
http://thespamletters.com/
http://thespamletters.com/
http://www.spamradio.com/
http://www.sq.ro/spamarchitecture.php
http://www.sq.ro/spamarchitecture.php
http://billshackelford.com/home/portfolio_spamtra_826
http://www.spamshirt.com/
http://ilnumeroverde.net/about/cornice3_eng.html
http://ilnumeroverde.net/about/cornice3_eng.html
http://www.spamscamscam.com/
http://nphilip.best.vwh.net/instal.htm
http://spamtoday.blogspot.com/
http://www.mediateletipos.net/
http://www.pandora.com/
http://www.last.fm/
http://earlabs.org/
http://ccmixter.org/
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http://freesound.iua.upf.edu/
http://www.jamendo.com/en/
http://www.niubcn.com/
http://www.intimidades.es/
http://www.desilence.net/
http://www.desilence.net/
http://www.matekemata.com/
http://www.niubcn.com/catangos
http://www.myspace.com/ac3monitor
http://www.haztelo.com/
http://www.haztelo.com/
http://www.myspace.com/institutfatima
http://www.equipoweb.de/
Elektra, Festival Arts Numeriques
http://www.elektrafestival.ca
Deaf 07: Not Everything Is Interaction
http://www.deaf07.nl/index.php?option=com_program&act=project&task=sh
ow&id=13&Itemid=17
http://www.deaf07.nl/index.php?option=com_program&act=participant&task
=show&id=77&Itemid=19
http://www.deaf07.nl/index.php?option=com_program&act=project&task=sh
ow&id=13&Itemid=17
http://www.deaf07.nl/
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http://www.shanghart.com/artists/yangzhenzhong/default.htm
http://www.exonemo.com/
http://harddisko.ch.vu/
http://www.okno.be/
http://www.workspace-unlimited.org/
http://wdka.nl/~morphingmachinery
http://www.marnixdenijs.nl/
http://www.conceptlab.com/frog
http://www.thesystemis.com/
http://www.5voltecore.com/
http://whisper.surrey.sfu.ca/
http://www.ondulation.net/
http://www.romankirschner.net/
http://www.noxarch.com/
Futuresonic 2007: Music For Everyday Life
http://www.futursonic.com/
Sonar Music 2007: From The Past To The Future
http://www.sonar.es
Cavandoli’s Testament
New Art Interactiva
https://mail.cofa.unsw.edu.au/pipermail/empyre/2005-April/date.html
http://www.digicult.it/digimag/article.asp?id=429%22%20http://www.digicul
t.it/digimag/article.asp?id=429
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http://www.digicult.it/digimag/article.asp?id=290%22%20http://www.digicul
t.it/digimag/article.asp?id=290
http://www.digicult.it/digimag/article.asp?id=278
http://www.cartodigital.org/interactiva
http://www.liminar.com.ar
http://www.t-r-o-y-a-n-o.cl%20
http://www.alamar-express.net
http://www.mrtamale.com
Icra 07, Ubiquitous Robotics
http://www.icra07.org
https://ras.papercept.net/conferences/scripts/rtf/ICRA07_ProgramAtAGlanc
eWeb.html
Warren Neidich, Between Brain And Culture
http://www.artbrain.org
99rooms: Net Synesthesia
http://www.99rooms.com/
http://www.rostlaub.com/
http://www.kimkoester.com/
http://www.richardschumann.de/index.php
http://www.dripdrop.de/
http://www.mittenimraum.de/
Cristophe Bruno: Toward Sight Privatization
http://www.iterature.com/adwords
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http://www.unbehagen.com/fascinum
http://www.iterature.com/non-weddings
http://www.iterature.com/bloodforsale
http://www.cosmolalia.com/readme100/index.php
http://logohallucination.com/
http://www.christophebruno.com/
http://www.cosmolalia.com/
http://www.unbehagen.com/
Atm: The Artistic Nomadism Of The New Millennium
http://www.artechmedia.net
http://www.montsearbelojosebafranco.com
http://www.emintec/
Digital Art: A Market For Strong Stomachs
All This Is Beautiful Untrue People
http://www.myspace.com/mastafaktor
http://www.myspace.com/corpicrudi
Vvvv, The New Born One
http://vvvv.org/
http://www.meso.net/
http://www.generatorx.no/
Homage To Alberto Grifi
http://www.albertogrifi.com/
http://www.interactv.it/
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